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SERIOUS CHARGE
FOLLOWS FUNERAL
Undertakers Cause Arrest ot
Minnie Gary.
Amuse Her of Fisiee Swearing Abele
Alleged Aimee out 01 Lift,
104 CIVIL ACTION 18 PENDING.
•
•
As the sequel to the death and bur-
ial of her mother, Minnie Gary. a
-toting women, lives at 1008 North
Tenth street, was presented in the .po-
lice court before Judge Edward Pur-
year today on the charge of false
swearing. By agreement her trial
was contlemed itatU eugnst 22.
The young eoman was arrested on
a warrant secured in the court e Meg-
:strata Cba ries Emery on complaint
of Fred Roth, manager of the Mettle
dB:anger Cnderusking company. 130
South Third street.
According to the affidavit the dsugh
ter carried an insurance policy: on her
mother's law Wishiog to give her
Mother a proper Miele!, it is alleged
that she contracted with t'• ender-
takers for an expensive casket, giving
Gwen so order for $51 on the Insur-
ance agency for the balance of the
count
According to the endertskom corn
piny, Miss Gary collected the Inbar-
anee money before they presented the
order atieged to have been given the
firm They brought action against
the woman In Magistrate EmerY'l
eourt, at which It Is alleged that Miss
Gary denied signing the order for the
$51.
Mr. Roth and an aemistant or two
swore that Miss Gary did sign the or-
der for $51 of the !neurone) policy.
The usdertakors are stfll wiestling
for the money.
THIN IN THE WilliNT.
'loan Heeds Election and Incorporates
Without a Home.
Gary, lad.. Awe 16.--T1de ane&-
emu "boom' town fifteen miles From
the city limits of Chicago has held its
first election and is now on the map
Despite the fact' that 11* .2,4>00' inhae-
!tants are listing in tents and there is
not a permanent bueding to the town.
the citiaens mangled to the polls and
elected a mayor and city council The
council quickly passel it* first ord.
mince annexing 6000 acres of Indian t
lacluding the villages of Buffington,
Smith's Junction and Tolleston, giv-
ing the new town as area greater than
Springfield , or most of the large
towns of Indiana
GANIBLEH8 EJECTED Bir TROOPS
Pint Phinok. Cavalry Puts Them Out
at Camp Lincoln.
- Springfield, III., Aug 15 --(lam
bee wbo have reaped a harvest from
some of the reglialeatis that haws Mae
to Camp Unettle this year wife dealt
• blow today when they arrived at the
soldiers quarters with their outlay of
dice and playing cards. When the
small band of "crap shooters" and
poker players entered the gate they
Were seized by the ettatri of the First
Ritoois cavalry and paced under ar-
rest. Afterward, coder orders, they
were drilled out of the grounds with
a warning not to return'.
ELOPIC IN A SKIFF.
From Mound eel to Re Married and
Returned the Same Way,
Cairo, Ill., August 15.--- John Oli-
ver and Susie Dickerson, both 28 aqd
of Mound City had an Interesting
experience yesterday In their efforts
to be married. They came down In a
skiff and returned thee-same way.
They had some difficulty finding some
one to perform the ceremony having
to wait an hour or longer before one
could be secured
'JETTY GREEN'S ON
N Mated for Governer of Texas RI
the "Iteorgsmiaed" Republicans.
Horston, Tex., Ang. 15.-A faction
or the Republican party of Texas
known as the "reorganised," held
their state convention here. II H R
Green, of Terrell, president of the
Texas Midland railroad and a son of
Mrs. nettle Green, of New York, was
nominated for governor. and J. C.
Gibbon*. formerlr mayor of Paris, for
lieutenant governor.
WOMEN TRAMPLED
In Rtempede %flee flolliaion at Dead.
man's Carve.
New York, Aug 15.--Thirteen.
were injured la a collision between
two rapid transit eats at Dealtnan's
curve neer Conte island last night
Women end children were tra:npled
itt'a Wild *Credits to escape
-
By the consent of the people
of Paducah, The Sun has the
largest circulation In the city
and county. The at rea•re tot
July was 41101 a day.
./...../..•••••••W/Na,ININeVsesILV",.
FEUD MAY FOLLOW
As Remelt of Shooting of Tom Har-
man by Father-In-law.
Welch, W. Va.. August 15.--- Tom
Harman was brought to Miner's hos-
pital here tonight trout Berwind. It
is alleged he was shot through the
bead by his father-In-law, Marion
Lambert, after a series of family
troubles reaemmIng the liaLfiald-Me-
Coy fend in its early stage It Is
said Lambert shot him without warn-
ing, and deliberately walked away
defying any one to'arrest him. The
relatives of Harman are now scour-
ing the mountains and a general
slaughter Is expected if the opposing
forces meet. Lambert Is known to
have several of his relatives with
him The authorities are making ar-
rangements to swear in a force 01
deputies for theapprehension of the
murderer.
SEWER PLANS
AIRE ON TALEIR • WAY MOM THE
OFFICE IN CHICAGte
Board of Public Weeks Will liete To-
day to Ceteitler Routine
taesa--The Helldal%
Plans for the extension of the sew
erase system west from Ninth street
to Thirteenth street are expected to
arrive today City Engineer Wash-
ington has received word from Sani-
tary -6:eng4neer Alvord! of ebtrirgo.
that the plans and speclficationa have
been completed. Mr. Washington
will submit them to the sewerage
committee of the general council as
50011 Ili they arrive
Me. Na'ashinglon has not secured
all the plans for the Island creek
bridge from the bridge firms with
which he has been 'n cornmanication,
so that matter will be deferred until
a later meeting of the board of pub-
lie works.
The board will meet this afternoon
at the city hat So far as II knnwn.
there will he nothing exceet routine
work on hand
teeth Despite Mie Faith.
Eralla1111* Aug. 15.-Having
a firm belief that it was not his time
to die, and refusing to the last to call
In a physician, Patrick Rowell, aged
2011, a young railroad clerk, died here
today. He was recently injured in-
ternally, and phrsirians Kate he died
of his injuries!
RIVER PIRATES
STEAL ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF ROPE.
Fleet Theft Stec, Authorities Drove
Shealy-Boatmen Out of
This County.
The first report of river pirates, to
reach police headquarters since toe
ratd -alt '1111111p  ffillfittt-boaters sev-
eral weeks ago by county and city
officers, came today when' a com-
plaint was registered by the West
Kentucky Coal company. with main
'feces at Second and Ohio streets.
Over a $100 worth of rope was sto-
le.4 from one of their fleets moored
In the 'Dusk. Nest" above Mechan-
icsburg late Tuesday night. The
rope was a two-inch line and had
only been in service a few days. The
police are on the hunt for several
pirateit who are under suspicion.
JULIET FIKAns CHANNEL WALLS
Will Appoint Experts to Examine
Water Power Dame Above City.
Joliet: III., August 15.- The Ity
council of Joliet today passed a rest-
°laden authorizing the employment
of a board of expert engineers to as-
certain whether the walls now being
conttructed north of Joliet for the
development of additional water
power, are safe. It Is alleged that the
cement is of Inferior quality and that
the walls will not hold the volume of
water that will be turned against
them when the new channel Is open-
ed. A flood is fettered from possible
breaks.
Mantle a t Andklate.
Butte, Mont , August 15.- Form-
er United States Senator Lee Mantle
Of Bette today anillonneed 'his candi-
dacy for United Mates motor..
EIGHT VACANCIES
ON SCHOOL BOARD
To Be Filled at the Regular
November Election.
Only Two of Seven, 'Whom. Terms Ex-
pire, Aar Actively Sleeking
electives.
ONE TRUSTEE CHANGES WARD.
Eight vacancies will exist in the
school board tobe Uedin. the _ISO7
vet:Wier e:ection. Ahide from the sev-
en members whose terms regularly
expire, It Is understood that 'mother
member will move from one ward to
another necessitating his resilleatioe
from the board.
Of the seven membeis, at,.
out, ODI) two ea-press pteleys• the ID-
!ention of seeking re-election. Trus-
tees Berkenbach and Byrd will be
candidates. Mr. Loses Potter' will rot
run again. Dr, J. S. Troutman -has
enough." President Williamson will
bide by the derision of his Party :8
the matter If be is needed he veil
rum Secretary Pitcher would be
willing to step aside ?or sonic new,
good man should the patty desire lo
put tem up. Or Galiman, of the
First ward, has not been seen, bet it
is understood, that he is not entire.
siastic for another term.
It is rumored that one member
whose teen expires this year will be
the candidate of a different party
from the 'bee which elected him One.
The deadlock over the eles•tion of
teachers bits caused most of the de-
,isisons not to run again.
Modem Williamson stated this
morning that a called meeting of the
board may be had at any time three
members agree to issue the rail. The
next regular meeting of the board
venue only a few days before the
schools open and if the vacancies AM
eilat, It will be the duty el the cows
mittee on examinations and course of
study to fill them.
NOTED SPEAKERS
WIlL ATTF \ D TOIlAtx5) 011,0W-
EMS' el AT KEV1L.
Hon. (Mlle Jane'.. Nal Corbett, T. I.
Myles and Jotm Wen on the
Prvigrani.
__Boo. 011ie James. Hal Corbett. T.
J. Myles and John Allen will speak
at a Mammoth free barbecue at Kes-
t!, Ky , Saturday, Augnst45.
The barbecue and basket dinner
will be given for the Derwin of the
Dark Tobacco Growers' association
and everybody is invited with a spe-
cial invitation to the ladies.
The noteworthy RE of speakers
will discuss the general situation
and issuer of the day. There will be
mueic and other features to male
the day a memorable one In the
county.
The managers are: L. A. Buchan-
an, W. N. Teter, James Wyatt, Jeff
Coffey. B. Hook, J. W. Stevens, Hen-
ry Childrees, W. E. Black, Hay Penn,
Gip Fraser, J. A. Tisdale, A. W. Ov-
erstreet, F'. Taylor, Gore and Gard-
ner, D. McNeal. J. McNeal, Z. C. Gra-
ham and Gus Veal. .
SOLD RAD CANNED G(X)DM.
English Magburate Notes ignorance
of Content* No E.xcuee.
Brighton, England. August 15.-
A Mae involving the responsibility
of retailers of canned goods was
heard here today In which a mer-
chant was charged with exposing for
sale 3$ tins of chicken unfit for hu-
man consumption in defense it was
contended that It was absolutely im-
possible for the dealer to know the
condition of the food when there was
nothing externally to. indicate that
the content of the cans were un-
sound. -Nevertheless. the merchant
was fined, the magistrate holding
him amenable to the law, as he was
in possession of the goods.
INTO THE FIELD.
BELVEDERE ANNEX
ALONG BROADWAY
Will Be Two Stories High and
Include Two Store Itoolus.
Growing Baseures of Concern Makes
mem Room Necessary-For
the tiamplev4.
ARCHITECT MAKING THE PLANS
An annex to the hotel Belvedere,
two silialca bight, wilt Ile imet-sia--tleve-
greund now occupied by the Nieh-
man Trunk factory and formerly by
the Goodman & Schwab store at
206-205 Broadway.
The old buildings will be torn
sway and new ones to cost $5.0011
will be built. The lower floors will be
store rooms and on the upper floors
will be eight *ample rooms for the
hotel They will be steam-heated and
have all modern conveniences.
At present the sample rooms for
the Belvedere are on the fifth flour
of the hotel building. The new rooms
will increase the capacity Of the ho-
tel, which 'is growing in patronage
The annex will be built by the own-
ers of the hotel property and the
plans are being ecimplitted in Archi-
tect Lassiter's office
INIirkt'TORS SH1 AT BADGE 'In"
"Skidoo" Number Goes Begging and
Conanalminser Itarlarn Is ”0."
Chicago, August 16 - Not on. of
the building inspectors wants to be
"No. 23." Badges were given out
yesterday, but the "skidoo" combi-
nation was side-stepped. It finally
was forced upon Peter McGinnis, who
crossed his fingers when he took it
He has thirteen letters in his
name,_ -.
The uposber of Commissioner
Bartzen's bads Is "0," although the
men in his &See say he is above zero
MONARCHS MEET
Elie %RD AND WILLIAM OFF' IN
AN AUT4SMORMIes
Will Toth About Mattere Coateue
pot-en/sous Internattunal
In
Cronberg. Prussia, August 16 -
King Edward arrived this morning
for conference with Emperor Wil-
liam. The meeting was most enthusi-
astic. All the church bells were rung.
and immediately bout monarchs
started for Friedrichshof In an auto-
mobile. the route befng lined -with
soldiers. It is expected the monarchs
will take advantage of the meeting
to discuss several questions of con-
temporary Internatiould &Salm es-
pecially those bordering oa Anglo-
Saxon relations
GRACE PITNANDI MEET IN OHIO,
HOOMInti of Women of Sainte Name In
in Preserves; at Geneva.
Ashtabula, Ohio. Aug. 15.--Tbe
Grace Petnams are holding their w-
ond seaual-neitwies at Genevadidethe-
Lake, where to date Mx am netembled
from Tonawanda, Ps Weedeport and
N V , Nahleia. N. H., and Will-
Mot- and Astitabi 'a, Onto. respectively.
In thi organization tw sty-seven
Grace Petname Sr.' enrolled repre-
senting every section of the United
States, and no far as known, no two
are related, -They meet annually for
two weeks, and their •WW1140/14 laded.
aide trips to points of interest In the
section where the meetings are held
WOMAN VOTER OWNS TO FRAUD.
Admit'. She Was Given Tax Reeript by
Dirtiver Corporistkin Einploye.
Denver, Aug. 15.-That the ballot
in not always sacred even when in tne
hands of woman, It big corporations
are anxious to put through franchise
grants wan shown at today's session
of the inquiry into alleged frauds on
the part of thti corporation at the last
Gompeni Will Enter Actively Tensor- !election. Mrs. Jennie W. Hemp testi-
fied to having voted on a tax receipt
given to her non, an employe of the
gas compene.
roe in Ntaine.
Washington, August 15.--- Presi-
dent Gompers, head of the Federa-
tion of Labor fight to obtain for la-
bor sympathizers seats in congress,
was busy today putting the finishing
touches to his plan of campaign, and
tomorrow will go into the field for'
active service, making Representa-
tive Littlefield, of Maine, the object
of his first attack. President Mitch-
ell. of the miners' orgapixatIon, and
Other members of the federationls.
eseCutive Committee will assilti
Goospers.
cARE nonnEn OF JEWELS.
Woman Looses 1111.004 Worth of tieing
at Battle Creek Hotel.
Battle (`rek, Mish. Aug. 15--A
jewel case containing between 113,000
and $4,000 worth of gems belonging
to Mrs. M. E. Ely, of Buffalo N. Y..
Tiila Mole& lest night from a locked
suit casein her room attire Poet Tax-
es in this city.
10 CENTS PEI( WEEK
Unsettled with occasional
showers tonight and probably
ditrurebay. The highest tempera-
ture reached yeeterdey was ita
and the lowest (oda) was 70.
set
CONDITION
Of the Eagles Is Shown at Grand
Aerie Meetiug.
Milwaukee, lerie, Miguel 16.-
The flint executive seasion of toe
grand aerie of the Eagles was called
to order by Grand Worthy President
Henry D. Davis. The report of Grans]
Secretary A. E. Bartridge shows that
rite order-rliCe rau ims ad-
ded 362 aeries lost 20 and now has
1,364 in good standing. The metubet-
ship shows a net gain of 12,36$ in
this period now numbering 232.671.
During the sante period, the receipts
ef lone aeries amounted to 82.985,•
212 and disbureementa $2,780.4 16,01
which 8500,000 was paid out for re-
lief. The assets of the various local
series June 1 1900, Is valued at
$S62.83e. After an appointment of
committees a recess was taken until
tomorrow forenoon.
PADUCAHAN
SAID TO HAVE FIGURED IN A
Ellin,' AT PULTt se.
('. E. !team, .tccording to Press 114%.
patch, Engaged in Altercation
With /I. F. Oliver.
Fulton, Ky August 15.- A mu-
satiopal fight occurred today on the
prinelpal street of the ('ity, the bee
ligerents being Henry F. Oliver, a
well-known capitalist of this city.
ad C. k. -Renfro. ef Paducah. Ke
Both menndsgiid 
were evenly 
matched.eigh more t an 20.0w 
They had a dispute over some trivial
matter and came to blows. They
were at It Ilst and skull when sev-
eral bystanders separa,ed them.
Both were more or leas battered up.
Both were •rrested, but released.
C. E. Renfro is a salesman for
Meyer, Schmid Clark A consisted'.
wholesale grocers, 120-122 South
Third street He lives at 730 Jeffer-
son street, and is, well-known among
Paducah traveling men. being a
gement-le niember of the Paviticah
Traveling Men's club. :W. C. Clark,
manager of the grocery company.
said today IA a reporter for The
Sun that no news of the fight had
been' received by the house. He only
knew that Mr. Renfro sent in a hie
lot of sales to the house from Fulton
last night and was still down In that
section seeing his customers.
BEE NOT BUZZING
IN (YLLIE t'SIE.44' 114)NNET AC-
O)RDING Ti) His WPOttli.
D•visies Report That He Has Been Se-
I ected as Bryan's Running
Mate.
. During his short visit In Paducah
Coegreaentan Wile James denied the
story that he bass the vice-presiden-
tial bee in his bonnet.
"That is the most absurd thing 1
have heard " he remarked to afriend
who inquired about the report. "Mr.
Bryan has not been nominated as yet
'himself, and he would hardly be *e-
lecting his running mate this early.
even, if he was expected to make the
selection. No. I am no seeking the
vice-presidential nomination, and am
not trimming my course with that
end in view."
SOLDIERS DISCONTENTED,
Trans-Cassenales Troop% Are Caussbot
Apprehension.
St. Petersburg, Any, 15. --Fresh
evidence of discontent among the
troops was furnished 'yy soldiers at
Teane-Caueusia. Advice:I state that
the situation iv eerioua and open revolt
would cantle no surprise. Tiflis bar-
rack. are badly affected. Even the
Cossacks rebelled to the sixtent,of do-
ing pollee ditty and made threats
against their officers. Mani arieets
were made.
Will Be Argued Friday.
Toronto, Out., August 15.-- Argu-
ment of the injunrtion granted by
Mr. Justice McMahon restraining H.
M. and Mary B. Neely,. of Memphis.
Tenn., from removing H. S. Sneed.
the 12-year-old chili of Mrs. Jesse
Fenton Taylor. from the province of
Ontsalo. was today continued, -until
Plitt*/
TRACTION LINES
TO CENTER HERE
Prophesy Based on Splendid
Location or Paducah.
Platte for Bout.- on Hickman Meeting
With Succeet--Inimierat ion
Mote-went.
IN'TERURHAN NIEN ARE t'OMING
Paducah is bound to be a great
4t•erttP1- for Oro-turban ralirdade
cause her excellent location on the
Ohio river, makes-her the best trans-
fer meet for Depots and Kentucky
lines. Then. too, her unassailable po-
sition as the first city west of Louis-
ville, gives her the prestige, which
will bring all the Western Kentucky
lines to her. This will make Padu-
cah the center of systetus now' in in-
cubation and she will, with these ad-
ded connecting links, draw _trade
front all the !surrounding territory.
These points were straggly dwelt
04 in a letter received by the Com-
mercial club from W. S. Auto of
Milburn, secretary of the Soutberu
Land and Luinber company, who is
Interested in the proposed electric
line to Hickman.
KT. Anton, also, is greatly Inter-
est In the Southwestern Kentucky
immigration movement. as he real-
izes that the increased population
and added value of .lands will aid lais
project.., by affording his lines a more
prosperous country to traverse. He
hays he will be here to attend the
meeting October 4-5.
A letter of the same tenor wait re-
ceived from the Porter Pottery com-
pany, of Clinton. That city will have
Commercial club shortly, which
will co-operate with the Paducah or-
ganizatione
The letters follow:
Your ealtied titter Of eu-glitt-rrie"
ceived, contents noted. Ant • member
of the Rock island and Fresco Rail-
road company Southern Emigration
bureau, but you have my hearty sup-
port in developing Southwest Ken-
tucky and I will heecene a SlearbOr of
your bureau. 1 am Very busy 'ether-
lug data concerning our electric rail-
way from Paducah to Hickman, KY-,
and will complete same in next day
or two and let you have same. Will
du my bast to arrange to be with you
at your meeting of October 4-5.
There is no reason for this country
being 25 or 11.4 years behind, With a
little energy and push we will teed
and others follow.
Paducah is the miming city. There
I. no doubt. Her river front is the
best anywhere for Boating stock, for
termlnee, for electric railway. I will
show this to you free short time, as I
have everything in perfect qrder and
data that cannot be dmptitele
-W. E. ATON.
Replying to your favor of August
1u, beg to say. I heartily endorse the
effort of your dub on immigration
proposition and have signed your
pledge to attend your meetings Oct
4th and 5th. and I know nothing In
the way to prevent.my being present.
With regard to the electric rail-
way from Paducah to Hickman I en-
close you a letter from one, Mr. J. P.
Ilernaday, of 1$ Wall street, N. Ir.,
and you may read It and consider it
for what it hi worth.
. I am answering his letter today.
'giving him as great encouragement
as possible.
Last Thursday I met in Memphis
the Hon. Dick Tyler, of Hickman,
and he informed me that he has been
in communication with this New
Yeti man for some timellind he be-
lieves this man is in earnest and that
with proper encouragement and help
along the line, from Paducah to
Hickman that the matter can get In
ahape for the work and he believes
that the line will Par and Pal- well.
We will organize here at an early
date a Commercial deb, whose sec-
retary will be instructed to co-oper-
ate with you and the Hickman club.
and any other club along the line iii
this and_nny other like interest of
the purchase
itePID TRANSIT RIOT
Pnetkipeteri in fly CitLectie, Pollee and
Etintklen.
New York. Nue L5 -A riot on the
Brooklyn Rao d Tiawit this morning
at KeoeIngton developed over as-
!malts OD pas•engers ref :sing payus•nt
of excessive Coney island faren. On
man was badly injured. Several were
arrested. Tsro.hrndred citizens, th•ty
policemen and several employee par-
titivated.
Mad Mullah's Bloody Trail.
Londcm. Aug. 15.-Ateording to
the eorreepondeet al Ades of the Mile
Mall, after devastating 19 Ogaden
the Mad Mullah, inflated by'
his succs.ss attacked the sultan of
Hijertalni territory on both dam and
'est heavily_ The sultan had nine near
relatives and 704 wartime killed bust
eventually repulsed the Mulls.h to-
wards miff and the rota.
sn
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1
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lug bet I. nee on
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Clint Bose the
Michael Bros. I
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pulsed to close t'e
s
 101 $1.1100mw"
.**P4GIC TWO.
( -4
TWO GAMES TODAY
WITH VINCENNES
Brahic atisl Wright Will Tow
'Eut For Locals.
Hata and Wet Grotto& Creamed Post-
notiamentSi Kalaiblieuu Tuesday
Afternoon.
VAPECT TO WIN BOTH GANIEal.
Team Mending.
'Vincennes ..... 66
Cairo 
1•.%811.TAM ..... dii
Jacksonville ...... ..59
Danville  43
Mattoon   37
34
47
49
50
58
14
Pct.
.640
.525
.114N)
.50e
.329
470
$, tieslule Tuslialy and lirlaureley.
Vineenines at Paducah. s
Sitsitoou at Jatkaonvelle.
Danville at Cairo.
-
Yesterday's Results.
-4545140,r -414-34seireonvii.e.
Pad una h-V inoen nee -Ho in.
Calro-Dasedle---Mud.
It was reining lvith a big stock of
water on treed when it was time to
call the game between Paducah and
Veleennes at Wullave park ,ester-day
and the exhibition IW11.20 postponed un-
til this afternoon. The fleet game was
ordered called for 3 oellock. Tne
pitchers who will do ail in their power
to carry both struggles to the Indian
camp will be Braille- anel Wrieht. Both
lads are in good condition and willing
and it is a good break that Paducah
will have the large end Si the ecore
when returns are minted tonight.
Mattoon Low Another.
Jacksonville, Aug. 15.-Lotaltate
pounded oroe over the. fence In the fir t
Inning yeeterday with two men on
bases. The extracted all the elixir
from Mattoon and Jacksonville won
In a walk.
The score: R H E
Mattoon  o 3
Jacksonville  5 6 3
flatteries-- dokerat and Johnetone:
Allen and Bel:
No Game at bloperan'w Park.
C•ily0, LB Aug 15 heavy rain
which fell earls yesterday left Sports-
maim park in a glover way camping the
Cairo* and Marines to stay in sbe
city.
Cairn had a bigger lead in It04
Sian Vincennes, has at present aad at
the same time had a team 2041 per
cent 'trouser, yet a streak of bad luck
caused her to Nee 16 out Si the last
17 games played, leaving l'airo win-
ping the pennant by the narrow mar-
gin of two games over Padu-ati And
yet some people are prone to throw
ese both hands and cry quits. Never'
Caen wil: fight d out.
PeIsreith won the pennant that year,
lisapesided Hy (Vilriea.
wavier& Wis Aug.
dent ph D. (YEtriem last night an-
nou the suspension of Manager
M J. K and Secretary L. A. liy-
dart*, of th Minneapolis baseball club,
from all p limes in the American
Atom:teflon, a cited the= to appear
for trial before • board of directors
Milwaukee An st 23 to 'bow
cause why they sho el not be.expellea
on account of char or irregulari-
ties preferred by them gain= t'mpire
Poona. who was recente acquitted.
NE BIG LEAGOES
National league.
Pitteburg, 4: Bruton, 4. Batteries
--Teever and (Moon; Lindeman and
Needham
Amer brow League.
Cleveland. it; Washington. R. Be
ludas-low -Sete, Bernhard, Rem is
and Bue4ow: leatilltentmrg. Hughes
and Wakefield.
M)ll•LAINT MAAK.
Cesend of Bop Nuisance et Tenth smd
Trimble Streets.
Complaint has been made about
the condnet of boys who congregate
at Tenth and Trimble emits nightly
and annoy passerebe. It I. said their
conduct is such as to warrant police
interferetee.
--Our pianos are known; go are
we. Ask your neighbor about them;
Nome have- used them over thirty
years; they are guaranteed from sev-
en years to indefinite time. D. H.
Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway.
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
The Old Standard Grove's Taste-
less Chili Tonic drives out malaria
and builds, up the system. Sold by all
dealers for 27 ream Prim 50 mks.
Bethel Female Ccolloire,
HOPKINIIViLLI KY
Swett Home School for young ladies ;Id
seealne epees Sept 3 Thar•••• susimetloa
by earAyrteaced lewrbera la all deportmeatite
Leasese." sad, comforts dasarpseasd. Wet
for eseilresee 604 ealerwette•
1011111/01.1144110111011 , AIM ',L.L.D
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River Stages.
Cairo 
Chattanooga  &I
Cincinnati  .111
Evaiusville • 6.1
Florence  • 3.8
Johnsonville 6.1
Louisville  5.5
elt. Carmel  1.3
 9.8
Kosberg  3.6
Davis lalaad Dam  5.6
St, Louis  15.5
Mt. Vernon  7.1
Paducah  
0.3
0.4
2.7
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.9
0.1
0.1
0.2
1.0
9.7
0.7
else
rise
rise
rise
rise
fall
rise
rise
rise
fall
fall
ride
rise
St '4
The gange registered a stage of 7.14
this moining, the river being on a
stand here. Rainfall in the lase 24
hours was .16 inches. Business at
the wharf-today was good.
The government surveying party
and office boats towed by the Wave
Rock left this rooming for Brookport
The Emerson ahowboat arrived
eerly this morning towed by the An-
tionMle, to go on the ways for re-
pairs, The Harvester and the show
boat will be on the Ways at the same
time.
The City of Savannah arrived last
tight front St Louis and left imme-
diately for the Tennessee river.
Tlep- Sow boat Margaret deft
moroing for the Tennessee river alter
ties.
The Clyde arrived from Jopper.jast
night and will leave this erveretigetet 6
o'clock for the Tennessee river as far
as Waterloo Ala.
The Buttorff arrived today from
Clarksville and left after unloading
for Nashelete.
The Joe Fowler arrived. and left for
Evansville today.
The Saltillo probably will leave 9t
Louis this evening for the Tennessee
river arriving here Friday morning.
'the Dick Fowler left on time for
Cairo this morning with a good pas-
senger trip.
Tim Kentneky Win arrive from the
Tennessee Seer Thureday night and
lie over until Saturdey morning be-
fore returning.
On board the government survey-
lag boats the (minim was expressed
that Padneah was the best river town
they had seen yet. They thought
more boat. arrived and departed, and
that the general appearance was
sprightlier than that of any town they
had seen.
The Cowling Made her regularWrIlits
today between Paducah and Metrop-
olis.
Edward E. Wilson, of Padtic.ah, in
charge of the coal combine's fleet
Motioned at Vicksleurg, Miss.. Is vis-
iting hie parents and sistege In this
city. He reports that tbe-Mlo
*Y corneal:eels branch dry docks at
that place are doing a good business
repairing beats and barges.
Judging from the way linalnees has
Increased on the river tiering the
past several months, and the outlook
iseing promising for an Increase this
fall and winter there will not only
he plenty for the boats on the Ohio
dyer to get away with the business.
There is realty a demand hi many
trades already for more boats. and a
number are being built. The rail-
roads can't do it all, and the boats
will get the bulk of the business.
Come on with your _nine-foot stage
in the Ohio. It will not take long to
build the- boata, and it won't take
long for the boats to get the business.
--Courier-Journal.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio front Evansville to Cairo.
will rise during the next several
days.
The Tenheasee .from Florence to
the month, will not change material-
ly during the next 24 to 36 hours.
The MisinaldPA1 from Chester to
Cairo, will contiamiolaIng during the
next 24 to 36 hours.
DON'T HE 1111.I
And lose all interest when help is
within reach. Berbine will make that
liver perform Its dutle• properly J.
It, Vaughn, Elba. Ala.. writes • "Being
a constant sufferer from constipation
and a disordered, liver, t have found
Ilerhine to he 'the best medicin• for
these trouble. on the market. I have
used It constantly. I tielle7 It to be
the beat medicine of Its It rid. oesd I
wish all sufferers from these troubles
to know the good- Herbine has denim-
Sold by all druggists.
Mme. rilen Be Barr Free.
_Dora Rarr has been re-
leased from prison in London, hay-
ing obtained the maximum reduction
Of sentence for good behavior. She
was movIcted on a charge of immor-
al conduct. the woman through al-
leged occult powers defrauded sever-
al wealthy men in this country, and
she served two terms in prison here.
Her father at one time lived in Ken-
tucky.
IN PAIN
Never cry as do children who are suf-
fering from hunger. Such Is the cause
of all babies who cry and are. treated
for sickness, when they really are suf-
fering from hunger. • This is caused
from their food not being assimilated
but devoured by worma A few doses
of White's Cream Vermifuge will cause
then) to 1.1116e crying and begin to
thrive at once. Give. It a trial.
Atlantic Fleet Review.
Orders were issued yesterday by
the navy department for the forma-
tion of the Atlantic fleet to be re-
viewed by President Roosevelt at
Oyster Bay September 3._
WHY row AND WORRY
When your child his a severe cold.
You need not fear pneumonia or other
pulmonary di . Keep supplied
with Milord's Horehound syrup-a
rositlyti cure for Colds, coughs,
Whooping Cough and Bronchitis. Mrs.
Mall, of SIOUX Falls, It D., writes: "I
hav• used your wonderful Sallard'a
Horehound Syrup oft my children for
live years. Its remults have bees won-
derful."
zand by all druggists,
'
FIGHT FOUR DAYS
TO MI OUT BLAZE
Fire Meets With Stubborn Re-
The Dump Heap at See011ea and Mon-
roe, litreeta Pres.." Mesmer to
Property.
CHIEV WILL GATtiE AitiihoT
One of the most stubborn blazes
the Paducah fire department has had
to coronas with In years had Am
been extinguished at around and
Monroe streets. where smouldering
embers under a ten foot heap of re-
fuse have been sending' up sparks
and smoke, and threatening with the
aid of a Woos* to *tire the gas
plant and the stables of the Paducah
Transfer company.
There is a 20-foot depression in
the lot and the owner has been al-
lowing persons to dump dirt and re-
fuse in the bole. It is about half fill-
ed, a large proportion of the lilting
beteg composed or paper and -strew.
Sparks from engines crowing on
the trestle of the Illinois Central dis-
tributing track, ignited the straw
and paper and the fire burned down
under the heap In order to accom-
plish any good the firemen were cern-
pelled to stick the nozzle of the hose
under die heap of refuse and put on
full pressure. They wrked four lays
before the fire was finally extin-
guished.
The city authorities have no ob-
jeetion to the dumping of dirt and
heavy articles on vacant lots to fill
in boles, but it is contrary to an or-
dinance to throw waste paper and
combustible material around.
Chief Wood stated that he will
watch the damp hereafter and swear
out a warrant for the first person
caught throwin paper or straw
on the lot.
Oa= of the Mouth* of Babes.
When the May and June baby hao
got well acquainted, they exchangei
confidences
crov,"'sald the May baby.
bab-SMe y.
"So does mine," bald the June
milk comes from a eertlileo
"It is milked by a noon in a white
suit, with sterilized hands through
absorbent cotton, and kept at a tem-
paratere bY fierteefive degrees.- -
"Se is iniae."
"ft is brought to me In a prophy-
lactic wagon drawn by a modified
horse
"So is
mine...
"Then how In thunder do you ma-
nage to be so fat and well!"
The June baby wInkeJ slyly.
"I chew old paper and the corner
of rugs Led anything I can Sad that
is dirty, and in this way I manage to
maintain the bacterial balance which
Is essential to health," he yid, chew-
kling•TheMay baby laughed long and
loud.
"So do I." said he.
The mammas heard the goo-goo-
lag% but they assigned to it only the
usual fantastic significance. It is just
as well.-Life,
I LAST SERIL1S OF THE SEASON
She Was.
West End avenue man undertook-
to meet his unknown girl cousin at
the station the other day. He ap-
proached a young woman in blue ana
asked:
"Are you Mist Blake'!"
"No," said the young woman, "1
am not."
"I hope you will excuse ,me," he
explained "I am bere to meet a Miss
Blake. She is my cousin. I have never
seen her. My sister Kate Is the only
member of our family who knows her
and she couldn't come. She told me I
would know Jennie because she is so
pretty. 'Jute pick out the prettiest
girl In the station and you'll be sure
to strike Jennie,' she said."
The young woman blushed, the
young man sighed.
, "I don't know who to ask next,'
he said. "There deesseet seem to be
anybody else In the whole shooting
match that comes tip to the descrip-
tion. I guess Jetenie didn't cane."
A tell girl'In brown sat beside the
girl in blue. "elle did," said the girl
I n brown.
"Oh, Lord." said he, "are you-"
"I am." said the girl in brown.
And of course nobody could expect
ggirl to be friends with a man after
that.-New rork Sun.
-During this month we will
make special prices and terms on pe
anos and organs. It would be worth
your time and save you .money to
see our pianos and get our prices be-
fore buying, D. H, Baldwin & compa-
ny, 520 Broadway.
Freak.* at Milwaukee.
More than 10,000 members of the
fraternal Order of Eagles have reach-
ed Milwaukee to attend the natemal
convention, which will begin today.
The order has a tnetnher,hip of 250,-
0041.
11.111rdbil reir TheBM
LEAGUE PARK
August 14, 15, 16, 17 ' August.18, 19, 20, 21
Paducah Vs. Vincennes PADUCAH VS. CAIRO
Double Header Aug. 19 and 21-PADUCAH Vs. CAIRO
Games Called at 2:30 p. m.
LADIES ADMITTED FREE AUGUST 17th mid 21st
Regular Games at 3:30 p. m. Admission 35c, Bleachers 25c, Box Seats 60c
Let all come out and make this closing series a memorable one in the history ot
the national game in Paducah. .Give the home boys a boost.
' WAR OF BALLOONS
AT Clet INN:AWN GRIKAT INDUS-
TRIAL SHOW.
"The Iliac. %note' atul Mo.
l• buries" Spet fruit-. of Fall
Festhni.
CINCINNATI, 0., August 15.-Yeare
ago Cincinnati wa• given the name
-The Mother of Expositions," Those
induatrial shows of old pale in
comparison with the Fall Festivals held
on the site, of ,arlier triumphs of Na-
tional prominence. The Festival of
leee--the firm in three years-will
eclipse in every way all Its predeces-
sorit. On the night of the opening, Au-
gust 28, a war of balloons will afford an
aortal spectacle of a magnitude never
before attempted. Twenty thousand 14-
Soot paper balloons will be sent up all
over Cincinnati at a given signal, and
while dynamite bombs hurled high are
exploding, sending their thunderous
echoes for miles around, the entire sky'
will be covered with the flaming voy-
agers Si the air. Balboa will collide
with balloon and the sight will be one
Of unique novelty.
The Fall elitstival is tolseasteur weeks
and has Seen well defined as a "World's
elk in Tabloid Form." The Washing-
ton Park show. are grouped around the
fOuntain and Will be on the Order of
etse famous "Pike" at' St. Louis-and in-
clude -The Hippodrome," patterned aft-
er New York's big amusement palace:
the Temple of Art, Hakes Tours, House
of Nonsense and Palace of Aladdin. The
Backwoods In is a piece 02 refresh-
t- sad villiovin# earrransa& Palle
has her Chateas.le Mores, tied tem "sit
Festival House of Death is arniniaturr
of one of the most famous cafes in the
world. The service will be on coffin.,
anti under the glass at the head of etch
black casket will blink the red eyes of
a grinning skull. The chairs will,, be
made of whitened bones.
These shows are merely incidental to
great industrial features and a Govern-
meet Exhibit worth talking about. At
Music Hall "The Blue Moon," staged by
the Shubert' through the courtesy of
the Heuck Opera House Company of
Cincinnati lessees of the Lyric Theater,
will be given its first America. presen-
trtion. This I. the musical spectacle
that enthused London for over a year.
It cost 875,000 to place "The Blue Moon"
in American atmosphere. James T.
Powers is the leading comedian of the
star CAS4 and 250 people take part.
"Fighting the Flames"- the show
which has made such tremendous hit.
at Luna Park, Coney Island, and at the
White City, in Chicago-will be put on
back of the Exposition Building, tbe
scene of "Marco Polo's" success. Claude
Hagen. who originated the spectable of
flee lighting, is in charge of the Cincln-
nail 
Fall Festival is Cincinnati's
greatest •mtmenzent and Industrial ag-
reeing to the country, and preparations
are now under way to entertain hun-
dreds of thousands of visitors from Au
gum 28 to September 21. Special round-
trip rates to Cincinnati have been made
by aU the railroads-etre °Mello ruling
that stamps the importance' of the Fall
Festtval as a National event.
Don'T
Wffien your Joints ache mind you suffer
from Rheumatism Buy a bottle of
ISaMard Snow Liniment and set in-
ethnt relief A positive cure for Rheu-
matism. intrna. Cuts, Contracted Mau-
dies. gore Chest, etc. Mr. I. T. Bogy, a
prominent Inerchant at Willow. Points
Texas, says that he ends Ballard'
&now Liniment the best all roued /AM
merit he ever
Sold by all druggists.
GOOD WORK
Dome Daily in Paducah-Many CHI-
/ems Tell of It.
Nearly every-reader has heard of
Doan's Kidney' Pills. Their good
work in Paducah still continues, and
our citizens are constantly adding
endorsement by public testimony. Na
better proof of merit can be had than
the experience of friends and neigh-
bors. Read this case:
Mrs. George Remain, of 726 Ten-
nessee street, says: "For three years
my back was lame and ached severe-
ly, particularly under the shoulder-
blades, despite the use of medicine.
I tried Doan's Kidney Pills, getting
them at Alvey & List's drug store.
They are easy to take, they cure you
without causing any annoyance,. atil.
If I can judge from my present con-
dition, when they core you stay cur-
ed."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the Unite
tilateig.
HoMeMblar the name se-Dotin'S s-
and take no other.
ONE:FOURTH OFF
ON ODD TROUSERS
Buy a Pair and Make
an Old Suit New
HIS sale is probably awaited with mort
interest than any of our money-saving
cut price sales, with the exception of thy
•Iguit sale, as the economical dressers recog-
nize the opportunities it affords of making a
new suit out of an old one by the addition
of a pair of odd trousers. The trousers
usually wear out long before the coat to a
suit seems worn, and the addition of a new
pair renews the suit.
In this sale we have put all of our odd
trousers, and there are just any number of
most excellent bargains in the lot--the fa-
mous Paragon trousers being among them.
ft° Men's Trousers
$8 oo Men's Trousers 6,00
ROW •
$7 so Men's Trousers 5.63
now.
no Men's Trousers 4,50now
15 oo Men's Trousers s3 75
$4.00 Men's Trousers
now.
$3.00 Men's Trousers
$2 no Men's Trousers
now,
If you have a blue
light pair of trousers are just
tone up the suit.
3.00
2.25
1.50
or Black serge, a
the thing to
A POSITIVE FACT AND WHY
_
IN any gathering of fair Paducah
wemen, dainty misses or well-
bred children will be found a goodly
represtntition of Rock's Shoes.
We loom secured the foremost and
most representative shoe lines in the
count' y and we are showing you new
goods , We are keteleg sizes to fit
any foot.
We art receiving daily our tall
shoe* snd oareds and want you to
r•li and let us show you our stock.
We have the boot school shoes for
boys and girls in the country and
will he ready to shoe the children
for school days that ate feet •p-
prosching.
We can abundantly show the why
an't wherefore of these moserVons.
Will von call, remembering if they're
Rock's they're right, if they're right
they're Rock's
32 1_•P OA DWAY PA DUCAHirr,
Phones-Old 1486-a; New 586
s
SUBSCPIBE FOR ME SU1.
•
1. P.
•
•
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•
a. •
• . •
.•
•
P4011 TIMM
The Best Investment You bier Made
Would Be In
TWO SHARES - = $200
Of Stock In
••••• MOM
IMM TWO SHARES
TheGibsonWellsco
The Stock is Sure to pay from 8 to 12 per cent dividends, in addition to which with every two shares you get, absolutely free,
ANALYSIS
Sobium (N•20)
Calcium CaO)i 
Magnesium thIgoi
ir. n (Pa0)
Aluminum (Also3)
Sulphric Acid (Soy)
Chloride (CII,
Silicie Acid tSioa).
Manganese .......
Cobalt •
11.722
21 43
14 330
3 963
SU
i.13
05
10 916
Trace
Trace
Organic Matter _..... Small Quantity
PROH %ALI' cowmen, MS Feu 1.0%s,
Magnesium Sulpha!e.
Calcium
Sodium  
Iron
Aluminum .
Sodium L biocide_ .
......
Specific Growl o
Water Slightly Acid.
W. H. IIJLLINSHRAD,
Vandeabi't Uoi,eraity.
42 73
53.111
33 S9
ft 30
A DEED TO A LOT
In the Magnificent Grove overlooking the Wells.
GIBSON WELLS \
Weir The finest water in the Vatted States for all treelike of the stomach, 
bowels,
191 liver. kidneys and for gtner.1 detilit,, bendee being an absolute antidote for
malarial troubles of •II kinds.
The walk are almost hidden away in • beautiful grove between two ridges abided
" with magnifice t orb, walnut and hickory trees, amidst mos. Lealthful
surroundings and in a region free from mosquitoes.
The Grounds arc to be beautified cu • moat liberal seals under 
the direction of •
lindsc-ape artist sod engineer of national reputation. The improve-
ments emb.ace a 150-100rn modern hotel trailvie144-enveniences. Beautiful pavilion,
rustic summer houses, crows nests, etc , etc.
Amusement Feetut„ see essential arid will consist of a golf course, dancing pa
-
t", anion, tennis court, croquet grounds, gun range, bowling
•Ileyr, fine music, during the entire reason. • natatorium of liberal dimensious where one
can •wirn in any oepth (take shower, needle, h.A. and vapor baths". • twit-class livery
will be maigliained for the convenience and pleasure of the visitors, together with
numerous other feature!.
The Lots 
will all he in Ore grove which is to be laid out nailer the direction of the
landscape architect and engineer, following the natural lay of the land in
an effort to secure the most beautiful results The walks 511.1 drives will curve in dif
ferent direction. The lots will be made ritually attractive, or as nearly as is possible.
Those at • distance from the Wells will be Made especially attractive by special effort to
beautify that part of the group Is.
There is But One Opportunity
To make a profitable investment of this character and at the same time secure a lot fur a SUMMER HOME; or CAMPING abscautelY free, because
there is but one Gibson Wells property Situated as it is la Gibson county, 143 miles east of Memphis, easily accessible fiy railroad from any section of 'felines-
see, Mississippi, Arkansas and parts of Kentucky and Missouri. An attendance taxing its capacity is assured, THE STOCK may
 be purchased in any num-
ber of shares at par, Coo per share, arid paid !or cash or In easy installments.
$10 Cash and $10 Per Month Per Share, Without Interest
PEOPLES REALTY CO., Fiscal Agents The Gibson Wells Company, Memphis Tennessee
Tielupt-mitio Mr- 4,,:orf, 1PcsIrrseer i1tDUe4V. who will (.7.1111 on you toad 'Igis'ee full pearti•zulesrm.
THE OLD RELIABLE ST. BERNARD COAL I
NONE SUPERIOR  
REDUCED IN PRICE THIS
St. Bernard Lump Coal
St. Bernard Nut Coal
Anthracite, nest Grade, delivered from car
THERE IS NO KENTUCKY COAL LIKE
Place Your Orders Now
MONTH
- 12c Bushel
- llc Bushel
$9.00 a Ton
ST. BERNARD
ST. BERNARD GOAL GO.
JOE T. BISHOP, Manager. Both Phones 75
TWO CENT FARE
SURPRISE MOTHER.
Mm. .1. Plunder Recipient of Birthday
Hownew.
'-h'.$1,000 FOR .%P IN CAR.
Illinois Politician Who Papi11 er. Station
Sloss leollman t'osepany.
MOST WEATHER
19 r°11.11" r'n'T‘BuRG There was quite a pleasant affair!. 
East St. Louie 11., Aug. 15.—Re- REA ORD Flit( THIRTV -SIX YEAR--
DREDs Ole THoUSANDS, at the residence of Mrs 34 J. Pnim- 
cause he fai:ed to reach Okawvil:c LED BY YEAR 11170.-
lee, sear Harvey. 
marshal county. In Utile to make his speech July 1.
hot sumo.. para. Pumice
 is 4ue W.4114txter, a prominent Republican
mother of owe fellow townsman.
of tato city private recretary to Su-
. J.
'0 N. Crutehfted, and Mrs. Bettie Jones, 
Preptilalidge A. K. Vickers hawsned
of 543 Washington street, Paducah. 
the Pullman Car company for 11.000.
Ky. The occasion was the 77th h
int,. tie amount he thinks his speech
Meeileina Ohio Phople can 00
Cleveland Cheaper Than. to
Adjoining State.
The Pittsburg Dispatch-. says the
new :law fixing 2 cents as the fare
for passenger traMc In Ohio Is tak-
ing trade away from Pittsburg to
Cleveland and other Ohio points. Il-
lustrating the way., the law works, tho
Dispatch says: Hundreds of thouis
ands of dollars In trade save been
lost to Pittsburg merchants and bus-
iness men in the past few months,
. thousands more are being lost daily,
and the railroads entering the city
from Ohio territory are exacting ti-
butt' of thousands daily from travel-
ers. since the new Ohio 2-cent rail-
road tare law has been placed in op-
eration. Instead of lessening rates
and bringing more business into the
city, as many have construed the et.;
feet of the law would be, It is re-
suiting InoSitactle the opposite and is
confining trade to Ohio eities. and
:Wing as a discrimination against
Pit. ahu rg and Pennsylvan.i.:... The
Merehants. and Manufacturers' asso-
ciation has been quietly at work in.
vestlgating the subjtet for the peat
month or more ,aad las unearthed
RitormatiOn_that leads to the lAeliet
tient T't s toeing anormOusly
theca,— Jae ennflIct in rates In thin- •
day or Mira Plumlee and the children
had decided to celebrate. .by spreading
dinner dee Mrs. Piumlee and her.
Mei Mothers, Nelson Washam ahi
lease Weeltern. and sister, Mira. Pair-
lee Walter. and their famliee and
friends. There were present about 75
persons and all enjoyed thent-
selves very much.—Mayliald Messea-
111 1r• 1
LITTLE PADUCAH GIRL .
•
•
Ma. es a Hit At "Puck" in Butterfly
Carnival.
would have been worth to him On
the trip. to Okawville Rater fell asleep
and the Pullman conductor and pos-
ter failed to awaken him. He got off
at the next station and had to walk
L half way back to Oltawvlile, the re-mainder of the five Tfillea being made
In an ox wagon that he hired from a
farmer. The wagon drew up at the
picnic just as the people were leaving
and Baxter was unable to deliver his
speech.
The Butterfly carnival given at the
Court house last night was a brilliant
success. Long before the time sp-.
pointed for the beginning of this
beautiful fairy extravaganza', the
.•tourt house was comfortably filled
with' spectators,:
Miss Plan Riley, of Paduedh, who
played h part of "Puck," was very
bewitching, and her part was ren-
dered with atimirabte,.grace.— May-
field Messenger.
—
Texas Wonder
Cures' all kidney, biadder and rheu-
matic troubles; sold by H Oehl.
achlaegar, eel Broadway, Dr. R W
Hail, 0M011 291$ Olive • Met, It
Mo.
NICKED BY Nit'I.E.
PrOtailbant Calloway County Man 18
Serious lamdition.
Kicked in the head by a mule,
which he was examining with a view
of purchasing, .1. W. linbti, a promi-
nent citizen of Murray-, was rendered
uncosacious and seriously hurt at
Cherry, Calloway county. yesterday.
His skull was crushed In just above ficenel..iy
his eyes, and Dr. William Mallon,
who attended him, removed severai
pieces of bone. Mr. Hubb recovered
from the shock and seems to be.
resting well, although he Is not out
of danger.
•
Don't get into the, wav of think-
' !rig, "OIL, this la so small artkinAura_
portant that it Makes no diffefffice
how I do it.
Henry Precipitation During Flied Tw•
Weeks of This Month Bring It
Wet I Ii),
The greatest amount of rainfall ..•
record here, for the entire month ••
Anotust durin.g the last 36 years,
7.05 Inches. This occurred in Auge-
11179. The iettei Amount was 0.11 •
an Ruth in isal The greatest•24-ho,
rain fall In August was 3.10 Inch ,
In 1879. The average rain fall
the month for 36 years Past is 2 •
Inches, so that during the first hii
of the present month the average f.
the whole month has been nes,
doubled.
Rain has fal:en nearly every .1
for over a week
A remarkable
by the aeathor thif,
ter of precipitation.
CAPT. JOSEPH FL‘SCH
Ill of congeeition at His
Home.'
Capt. Joseph Fitisch, s veteran en-
gineer, and one of the heat known'
liver !nett in Peducah,sieesertoue4 ill
of congeetion at his home. 317 North)
Fourth etreet He has been tonna nt
td Me Isii•Pfor several, (tarn ani•te ro-1
-vaKie# .tto hailer tOday
roe 1lit VIOL ,
•
Engagement Extraordinary
THE BEGGAR PRINCE
OPERA COMPANY
WALLAE PARK CASINO
WEEK OF AUG. 13
Change of Bill Nightly
PRICES 10 AND 20 CENTS
FREE LIST ENTIRELY SUSPENDED
i'LAKE BREEZES mANITou
Caa be enjoyed Is "Ate dethlat
ea lie STILV. STIAMSHIT
rout COMFORT, REST AND PLEASURE
It offers an unequalled opportunity
rot Class Only-Passenger Service Exclusively
• g..v.,77-41.-.=
lain. arks • rat smielleas Wood
if
settsouviateets. "d 
irstirealtinese.
jg....,ser awe
ds
MOTHER'S S
SAVES II:
Cruel Hoofs A Ion
Little Niel
Tried in emus Pike
George Kolb'. I
He Drew
ANKLE 'SOUND N
A mother's scream
her three-year-old 4
are park station Is
o'clock, when Mr.
Kolb mere driving -
The little girl, the •
ham Greek. was dii
the horse's hoots at
not seen her when
cries of the mother
right ankle was In
bone being broken,
able to be up but tid
In millets.
William Greek
tattoo at WaHamel),
Anent iaron the t
a.p.14Oi at Wallace I
cident was due to 
to cross ahead of 
i
"1 was driving 4
stated. "and did nal
all. I heard a woe
Jerked in7i horse to
pod him and then
ing in the road. W
Paola Ilros.' Voce
clan was called. D
found that the ant
Mall bone being ft
aot a serious !Dim
frost feet missed I
tali tried to rue
ahead of my vehici
why I pulled to ti
saved the little cm
!lees."
The child was g
tether's stand and
denly arroas the stt
not vien her but he
motile,, scream- we
lion of the danger
THIS YEAR
E KIT'
No More Prides
Ili Pao
Menem, in This I' •
4111 Circuit VII
(o.
VINCE \ NE% YE.
- What the Kitty
poultice plaster, a.
the circuit do not
eat in the league
mean another job
The Kitty Magi
and this fact can
the receipts of the
. not drawing, and
er team in the I
probably leading
that 1. not saying
It la tipped, as
that, that theft.
league next seam
ogplEclally that
who holdg the at
will not be In th
The investment ir
In Vincentten, ev.
team. In Paducah
17
'Nile morning i
know seated tie
, after this season
• ' lion Of protege°,
('eh ball enthuse,
deep enough into
team to live, a-nd
of "dig" for t h.
— sport for the las
fact the ice al fat
.e.V. It a Paying MP(
September wit
and with It the ti
less be plan -ed. '
and after Padut
treated to a rest
It ma' be that •
get into the garg
It looks like
neck of King I
for some time ii,
FALL ON (
Results In Sever.
1
As the result
log his knee on
home, Eleventh
Mint Floss, the
Michael Bros4
home today. Po
fatted to close
•
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AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY,
411 THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCORPO 66666
V. /4. Maass. Prenegas.
wale. P•seors, Geenst Mesager.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
catered at tbe postale, at Paducah. EY, as
second OMNI matter.)
THE DAILY SUN
By starrier, per week  .110
By wall, per month. Is admire, .....
By mall, per year, le scissor*  4.50
THE WEEKLY SUN
Per year by mall. postage paid  Cti
Address. THE NUN. Paducah, Ky.
OTTICia Ill South Third. Tlikarsoses NG
Payne it Young allow° sad New York rep
emeaterres.
_ 
THE al:111 ma be found el me toilowtag
placer;
H D. Monesse • Or.
Van mats Brea
Palmer Houma,
John Wilitelmea.
Il 
4-1.141110111 
e
mauemibmi% AUGUST l&
CIRCULATION STATEMLNT.
July 2... 3957 July 17....3966
July 3....3951 July 18....3954
July 4... 3952 July 19....3955
July 5....3951 July 20....3958
July 6....4019 July el....3961
July 7....3935 July 23....3944
July 9... 3936 July 24....3940
July 1 .3123 July 25....3987
July 11....3969 July ie....4017
July12... 3191181 July 27....S3R5
July 13....3964 July 28....3961
July 14....3968 July 30....3987
July 16.. 3957 July 3E...3942
Total  107,43T
Average July, 1106  4182
steerage July, 1905 . .  3710
Increase  422
Personally appeared before rne,
this August 1, 1905, K J Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of the
circulation of The Sun for the month
of July. 1e46. e true to the best of
his knowledge and benne
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
• My commission expires January
22. 1908.
Daily Thowebt.
'Education is capital invested for
the future"
Ol'H RIVERS.
How many people appreciate the
eigniticance of the survey being
made to goemeneseit emeresere of the
' Ohio river? How many realize the
far-reaching results or lac move-
ment, which has its local interest it,
the proposed nine foot stage in the
Ohio river'
Far to the west, where the wheat
belt and the •mineral producing re-
gions are tapped by the upper tribu-
taries of the Missiseippi. above Pitts-
burg, where a world's supply of coal
is stored by nature, down among the
baseits of Mississippi and Louisiega,
where the cotton and the cane'r-arc
growing, the prOilliPers are simply
awaiting that time when by proper
government dredging conttnuoue
commenication by water will afford
them cheao facilities for the inter-
cbange of theft. prodects
More than this, a canal from the
Great Lakes to the Mississippi rivet
and eastward. to the Hudson river.
giving an outlet from the inland wa-
terways to the ocean by two routes,
are proposed. What further develop-
ments. of great canal highways may
be seen in the future oniy the suc-
cess of plans now afoot can measure.
Already we are beginning to see
what the Panama canal will mean in
connection with our waterways sys-
tem, giving us all water transporta-
tion from the heart of the wealth.
producing inland states to the Orient
nod to Europe. ,Never again will the
61d-timer see the halcyon days of the
river traffic. when the gay palaces of
pleasure and sin raced to --ehisi-Or-
-leans: for the steamboat is toe slow
for this generation; but in the freight
trade and packet lines will find
themselves bentillciaries of a trade
undreamed of by the older rivermen.
Rare, too, we find the solution of the
transportation rates._ With the river
trade strengthened by a Certainty ot
an all-the-year-around stage, and am-
petted by a sylitem of connecting ca-
nals, the railroads will be forced to
meet the river rate, where the two
systems of transportation come into
direct competition. and the inter-
state „commerre laws will compel the
extensten of the same rates to.pthet
points
Questions of welly Play some
Dart in the ronstrnetion of sidewalk's,
and while we may uphold a board oc-
casionally Pr disregarding the ill.
prompted requests of abutting prop-
erty owners, therpetition of the prop-
erty owners along the down-town
streets mhould be heeded when they
ask for full width sidewalks. Farther
out the six-foot sidewalk with upn
grass plot next to the curb is per-
teeth proper and the most desirable
beeauee nine beauty. but along Ken-
tucky avenue and Jefferson etreet,
and lire cross streets, 'over 'which
there Is constant travel, the six-toel
sidewalks are seareely wele enciltEh
In accommodate pedestrians. Every
cirrus day and every other day when
there are sPectat attractions on the
street. Jefferson street and Kentucky
avenue and the Cross streets are fill-
PVD170X1711 IIVENT1091
IMPRESSIONISM. Si
The Artists "I maintain, sir, that I ought to paint n•turta •• I see it."
Tim Critic: "That's all right. Only I hop• you'll never see it as mew
paint el"
ed with people. At least as far west
as Seventh street, and in anticipation
of the growth of Paducah, bettet
Ole to Ninth street, the pavements
should be laid from the curbing to
the property line, thus affording am-
ple space for pedestrians on all occa-
sions without tramping the sod inte
mud. West Broadway sidewalks now
are too narrow for the Saturday
night crowd, and the authorities
should take warning from this condi-
tion.
Paducah people who read the account
of an encounter at the city scaler
Monday night in out-of-town paper..
or even swallowed all that Was pub-
lished at home without discrimittation.
have an object lesson, which thlei
well remember when about to criti-
cise their neljhbors for evincing a
snob spirit That incipent Mot was
born In the imagination of some spar.,
writers and copy-hungry reporters.
and would be hannlees but for two
things. The Impression got out that
a raw war was about to 'breet forth
In Paducith, when the May5eid owe
carne to town. This latest calmed nil
strengthen that opinion abroad. Again.
It is by jest met sensational articles
that race spirit is Inflamed, and a
mere Incldent, in which one individual
Is at faun, is made the basis for •
movement that may bring suffering
to hundreds who are innocent. Tee
tree press is °ill) an unmixed bleastog,
when conscientiously used.
President Gompern, of the Federa-
tion of Labor, protests that Chairman
Fikwata, of the. came ceiseatesiese
wrong in his conetruetIon ot_the Chi-
aese eteslusion law. and incepts that
the latter is violating lb. 'law by an-
ploiing-(•hinese coolies to work in the
Meth. That is a constitctional ques-
tion. which ran be decided only In the
covets. and in the mesntIme the Pana-
ma renal can be due by the oriental'
witbmit taking a bite of bread out of
the mouth of a mingle American citi-
zen. Does Mr. Gompeni pretend that
any union letterer, desire to work on
the Panama canal?
• -
Senator Ben Tillman In • Chautau-
qua lecture, declared be is beginning
to believe in the auffrgem of women
This statement is of interest to pry-
elsologists, ,If tree- It bas tong been
the general opinion, that the com-
mencement of a merest proems by
Senator Tillman and tes ooncluslim
that anyone differing with his half-
born idea is a liar and a scoundrel, are
always en nearly simultaneous as to
preclude analysis.
The reception to William Jennings-
Bryan in Cincinnati will be breed Oa
the baseball ground We true the
crowd in the grand *tend will net miss
take him for the umpire.
•
You are entitled to another guess
as to whether 011ie JaR1K1' will he a
candidate for governor. e
011ie James Melted Paducah yea-
terday and interviewed the reporters.
0 -
MORE TIME TO EAT
Not More Time to Bathe Is Wanted
By Men,
Chicago, Aug. 15.—Not More time
to bathe, but more time to eat "get-
fell-quick" leeches Is what the itthab-
!tants; of Chicago need according to
the declaration of Be.retary Edward
R- Pritchard, of the city health de-
partment. yesterday. Secretary
Pritchard's argument is apropos of
the agitation to keep the public bathe
open during the evening haute for the
benefit of the "nnwasted." He de-
claret that not even an evening bath
can make a happy home where the
head of the family is addicted to the
gelek lunch habit.
'The health department official cites
his own experience as evidenee. Once
he patronised one of the places where
long row, of men perched on wooden
dieke, book their toes around the iron
support and voraeiouely absorb coffee
and rolls. Inoculated with the -get-
fnil-quielt" microbe. Secretary Pritch-
ard says he went borne that night and
welted Ma wife. The next day he
took "a Pledge.
Clint Gibbs a well-known maehin-
lat of the Illinois Centrgl round-
house, returned to work today after
being ill for over felt weekit For
several days his ,nreiltion was ex-
tremely winos.
YOU DOICT HAVE TO WAITe
/Mem ss asS., yv• feel better. Limr-IPM
keeps your whale 'aiddits HEM. Sell ea tae
nemy het piss everywhere riles Isles.
HU( 'liF:T SHOPS MUST GO.
Is the FAIct of Attorney General of
Kansas.
Topeka, Kas., August 15.— A cru-
sade against bucket shops is to be
inaugurald by Attorney General
Coleman nder the state bucket shop
law enacted seven years ago, but
which has never been enforced. -We
shall try to drive the bucket shops
out of the state," said F. S. Jackson,
assistant attorney general. "They
can be closed under the nuisance
clause of the statute and we can find
clause of the statute and we can fine
3nd imprison the owners of the
buildings in which bucket shop, are
allowed to operate."
UP TO THE HAGUE,
4.
CenimIttee Wants to Take the Drage
Doctrine.
'Pio de Janeiro, Aug 1.5.--The sub
committee of the International Amer.
conference on the Drago doe
trine today agreed on a reeohn:611
even more general than one on the
program. It Is recommended that each
American natlon, at its discretion, re
quest the Hague tribunal to study tits
questions of foreltee collection of pub-
lic debts and pecuniary claims of al
nature.
Falls From Train But Li l'ahurt.
Springfield, Ill , August 15— Five.
year-old Tony Barringer today tell
from the window of a Baltimore and
Ohio train near PO1ladelphia. Ill., go-
fer 45 tones an hour, and not 50
much as a bad aconteh was the re-
mit of ht s fall He is in no way out
of condition to enjoy his visit at Pa-
ne. where be was going when the
accident occurred Tony was with his
-parents and brother, who were' on
their way from Msbington, where
they reside, to Pans. After the cue-
tont of children, he was leaning out
Of the window, and, after being pull-
ed back several times be his mother.
Uglier the first opportunity to fall outi
The train was stopped and several
men held the father from jumping
out after his son. When the child
was picked up he was jolly and ab-
solutely unhurt.
Snot From Antbetih.
Marietta, I. T., August 15.— The
killing of Dr. Graham, ot Hendee I.
T. who was shot deal about a
month ago by Ben Steward, was
avenged this afternoon when un-
known persons shot Steward rrom
ambush, killing him instantly. Col.
Steward, brother of the dead man.
eluded the amessins by whipping his
horses into a run:
firmest In tileetiou.
Omaha. Neb., Ammer 16.— The
annual convention.of the Internation-
al Brotherhood of Stationary Fire-
men began a four days settees here
this morning. Thl morning' mecon
was nailed to order by Prestdent Ti-
mothy Healey of New York. The nes-
going of the !convention will be ex-
ecutive throughout.
Apple Growers Meet.
St. Louis, August 15.— The fourth
annual--conventton of the American
Apple Growers' association met here
today with about 200 delegates pres-
ent. The conventionewill be in ses-
sion two days hearing papers and
discussing apple retains and market-
ing and will elect new officers.
Intin-Arnerican (lett
San Jose, Costa Rica, August 15—
Ad inmenational association entitled
the Leen-American club has-been
formed here and will be erteneod
through' all the Lattn-AmerIcen
countries. A general meeting will be
held soon.
Riot Over Taxation.
Madrid, August Ile—. A riot oc-
curred at Octants today over local
taxation. The mayor and an alder-
man were stoned and another alder-
man was stabbed. Civil guards fired
on the rioters, wounding several per-
eons,
Writer Is Roosevelt's (Meat.
Oyster Bay, August 15. Owen
Wester, the author, Is the house
guest of President. Roosevelt. Wins-
ter arrived onthe evening train with
Representatives Longworth, who
spent the day In New York.
•
Cattle King Dead.
Junction City, Krim. August 16.-
0. B. Keatb, one of the cattle king's
in the early days Of Kafue Med at
bes home here today, aged 67 years.
FLETCHER CASE IS
PASSED ONE DAY
Dr. 'Prndley's Assailant Will
be Presented Tomorrow.
Said to Have Been in lenuble on
Several Previeue (evasions—
Cade Was Hanged,
OTHER POLICE COURT CASES
The trial of Gabe Fletcher. color-
ed, who is charged with maliciously
assaulting Dr. J. W. Pendley, a
prominent physician, was continued
in the police court today until Thurs-
day on account of absent witnesses.
Strict orders .were issued by Judge
Edward Puryisar-to Nave the witness-
es on hand and the trial will likely
he finished at tomorrow's session.
Fletcher has been in trouble many
times. He is a nephew of Wash
Fletcher, a negro "Hoo-doo" doctor,
who was legally hanged in Paducah
several years ago for the murder of
his wife and mother-to-law.
Alexander McClure, a diminutive
negro, charged with disorderly con-
duct, as a result of swinging on a
moving freight train in the Illinois
Central railroad yards, was turned
over to the juvenile section of the
county court. He gave his age at 13,
which is three years too young tot
his case to receive attention In the
police court.
Thomas Gardner was fined $10
and costs for a breach of ordinance
as a result of falling to clean an out
house on his property on Third street
between Bardeen anti Madison
streets.
The trial of Tom Carter, a negro
charged with breach of peace, was
continued. until Thursday
C. E. Miller was fined 82 and costs
for thing a small "eat rifle" in the
city limits. This is a-itiolation of a
city ordinance.
•
TOO MUCH RED TAPE.
Required Iii Handling the Govern-
nteat's Commissaries,
Washington, August 15.— An
opinion of the attorney-general has
been asked by the war department
as to the application of section 5 of
the sundry bill in the purchase and
handling of applies known as "sales
genres" for the commissary depart-
neent of the army. This section re-
gilfres a detailed, report to he made
vifthin 30 days after the end of the
Mimi year. The comnwiesary depart-
ment transacts a business amount-
ing to nearly $3,000,000 a year. The
money to carry on rem business Is
borrowed from the regular annual
appropriation and is returned to that
fund from time to time. It would re-
quire an elaborate set of books and
a great many clerks to keep en ace
menet of this business in such shape
that a detailed statement could be
mode of every transaction The sale
of a tooth brnsh would require the
s3me detail all a transaction involv-
ing hundreds of thousands of doe
lark
i•
MAD DOG WADE -
—
Started by Action of "Pith" (anise
and Ended by Bullet.
A large dog, suddenly seized with
a Ile gave rise to the cry- of "mad
dog" on South Third street early to-
day, and sent people scattering to
places of safety. It was the only Us-
ing object within sight of the corner
of Third and Tennessee streets until
Patrolman James Brennan brought
his magnetite pocket gun into actiop.
'The _patrolman was on Me scene
and In full chase after the dog with-
in a few minutes after the first
alarm was given. Although the dog
did not ittempt to attack any one
its actions and appearance succeeded
In starting a panic and the foamed-
flecked cur had both sides of the
street to himself. Patrolman Bran
nan can the dogiato the yard of a
residence at 818 Third street. One
steel jacketed bullet was eufficlent
to end the life of the dog and bring
several dozen people from cover.
COAT BURNED.
Lighted Pipe in Mr. Gtidley's Pocket
Marta Fire.
While riding with Earl Foreman
In his automobile, C. E. Gridley plac-
ed his pipe in his side coat pocket,
without taking care to clean out the
bowl. The breeze passing through
the thin summer garment fanned the
coals into a blaze, and before he ob-
served It, Mr. Gridley's coat watt in
flames. One side of It burned out be-
fore the tire was exUnguished.
Increane In (hold Output..
Washington, August 15.— The
world's flood of gold goes steadily
on. Silver has reached the highest
price-it has commanded Kit many
years. and Is just now movinesharp-
ly higher. The mint report on the
world's gold production, coming out
Soon, will Indicate that something
like $415,000,000 of the precious ba-
sic metal was produced last year.
The preceding year about $375,000,-
0041 was the output. Next year's rec-
ord will bring the half billion mark,
In eight: In feet, will pass It if bili
developments that are expected in
Africa and Alaska Moe off.
'
Theatrical aVotea
In spite of the threatening weather
another good house greeted the opera
company last night in its second bill,
"Olivette," and the same cordial
treatment was accorded the perform-
er's that greeted (heir efforts the first
night.
The repertoire for the remainder of
the week is
Wednesday, Girofie-Girofla
Thursday, Chimes of Normandy
Friday, Beggar Prince.
Saturday, Olivette.
At The Kestiskty.
Manager Roberts is hurrying the
improvements on the Ettatucky thea-
ter in preparation of the opeoing Mi-
stiest 23, when "His Highness, the
Bey," will be prevented. The paper
of the company is la and the agent is
expected today.
The whole theater is receiving at-
tention at the hands of the cleaners
and painters. The entrance will be
newly painted and the lobby Iry near-
ly finished. Net only the audience.
but the actors will be pleased when
the work Is completed, as the dressing
rooms are being painted and furn-
ished with new carpets.
Manager ,Roberes has booked the
'cOottate Chairmito," George Ade's
beet hit, for October 2.
IN THE COURTS
Injured in Street.
For the return of a gashed fore-
head and a fractured thumb, F. N.
Gardner, Jr., senior member of the
firm of F. N. Gardner & company,
furniture dealers. at 11-116 South
Third street. asks that be be allowed
$2.150 damages. Edward Bridges,, a
contractor of Wabash. Intl., who ts
building many blocks of new streets
in Paducah, is named as the defend-
ant in a suit filed in the circuit court
this afternoon by attorneys acting
for Mr. Gardner. Accordtng to the
suit Mr. Gardner, while on Ms Way
home, tripped over a plank on Kee-
tucky avenue between Third and
Fourth streets on the night of June
9, 1906. Mr. Gardner allege, that he
cut his head and broxe els right
thumb.
Ye Reform School.
Hattie Fralley 16 yearn old and
incorrigible, according to her moth-
er, wart ordered want to the *tate re-
formatory for a period of three years
by Judge R. T. lelibtfenid
county court this afternoon. The
girl's mother Imes at the end or
North Fourth street beyond River-
side hospital Patrolman Albert Sen-
sor will take her to Lexington to-
night.
Ntarrtage Licenses.
The marriage license clerk at the
county court house has not spent the
last few hours of her time in Idleness.
Late Hemmer lesned to couples in
search of tirteding happiness were as
follows: J. .1. Lagaey, a barber. 4-0
?ears old, and Mrs Ida L. Putnam.
aged 45, well known people of Padu-
cah.
Waher E. Leftere, a painter of
Tampa, Fla., and Miss Maud R. Wade,
of Paducah. Mrs. Leffers, who Is ex-
tremely pretty, Is but eighteen yeas'
Ol& but had the consent of he:
father.
Frank Dugan, a well known rail
road clerk, of Paducah, and Mfrs
Flora Riedel, of Golconda, Ill., were
another hendsome young couple grant
Ad a lkonee. They are both twenty
years old and had the consent of
their parents.
In the court Items of The Sun yes-
terday mention was made of a suit
for $300 filed by the City National
bank against Max Nahm, which
*Mould have been Max Kahn.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Flora May Andrea i.
Elora May Andrews', the petty fif-
teen-months-red girl of Mr. anu Kra
Frank Andrews, of 156 Clements
street, Meehanlesburg, died early to-
day of whooping cough. The little
sufferer had been ill several days, and
the death was a great abo it to her
parents. Her tether Is a well known
barber of Mechanlesburg. The ?veer-
s! will be at 9 tecktek 'Merida). morn-
ing at the home, wItb burial In Oak
Grove cemetery.
Infant Dies.
The tittle daughter of Mr: and Mrs.
F. C. Bush, aged two months, living
at 335 Mirth Meth street, Med Tues-
day night of inflammation of the bowels
after an illness of.several ems' dura-
tion-. The Memel was held at the
home at In o'clock this morning with
burial in Oak Greve cemetery..
Mr. Meth is a foremen of construc-
tion roe the Meet Tennessee Tele-
phone company.
—Some thief Monday night stole
a /111A looker from the porch of 0 W.
Innien's residence. 313 South Third
etreet. The chair vat( left on the
porch and the next morning- no trace
of it 'could be found..
Mlles Nellie Barry inks
from a Met at Murray.
•
returned
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- I OUT OF TIIRACE
IS JOHN HUGHES
Will Not Run For Congress in
Eighth District.
Atter Waiting Over Thinly Years
Spinster Heroines Third Wile rut
OW Lover,
NEWS FROM ALL OVER STATE.
John W. Hughes announced yester-
day in a speech at Shelbyville that Ill-
health compelled him to withdrew
from the lace for the Democratic nom-
ination for congress In the Eighth dis-
trict. In this district R. W. Miller,
who was It candidate, died and W. J.
Price, also a candidate, withdrew be-
cauee of tit-health_
For (brae PehnoT.
Mott Syree, secretary of the Dem-
ocratic state !petnery committee, yes-
terday met letters to all the county'
chairmen in the state, directing them
as to the conduct of the primary and
urging that they select good men to
terve as election officers at as little
=Penni as possible.
Wants to Go to Asylum.
James Spaulding, placed on trial for
confessed earn burning at Danville
yeeterday, requested a Jury sitting In
a lunacy inquest to send ben to au
asiluni. saying he was insane at
times, and feared he might kill ht.
family.
To Wed After 30 Years.
Ilopkinevnle. Ky , Aug 15—Miss
Harriet Dietrich, of this city, win be
married Tuesday night at Defiance.
O., to Guilford Seward, a wealthy
manufacturer of Akron o. The
bride-tes-be is sistr-twO Years of age,
and the prospective bridegroom is
gist) -lira Thirty-flve years ago the
couple Oanned to marry, but, ott ae-
ceunt of parental objections, Miss Diet-
rich broke the engagement. Since ((that
time Mr. Seward married twice. His
first wife lived only a few months,
and the second Mrs. Seward twenty
years. es.
militia on Guard.
Barbourville. Ky., August 15 —
The trial of Fitzgerald, one of Mrs.
Broughton's Mayers, is under way.
The courtroom is tacked and the mi-
litia is having a hard time keeping
crowds out who are clamoring for
entrance.
Gov. Beckham eat tithed.
Frankfort. Ky August 15 —On
the eve of the opening of the Demo-
cratic senatorial campaign by Gov.
Beckham, the politicises! _here seem
to be decidedly "up in the air," the
governor himself being apparently
the only one who is not worrytng.
"The governor," his friend declar-
ed, "is satisfied with affairs as they
ere, if a fair primary can be assured
under the rules adopted. Although
Judge McQuown thinks the plan con-
trary to the laws of the state, there
are others who held that such Is not
the case, and in the last, analysis the
situation come, down to this, that,
after all the state executtve com-
mittee has the power to review the
elections of the county boards
THREITIENED WITH JAIL.
If He Does Not Explain Some Insur-
ance Menem.
. San Francisco, August 15.—Chas
Hendry, local representative of the
London and Lancashire Mere Insur-
ance company, must answer all ques-
tions propounded by the grand Jury
or go to jail for contempt of court.
Such Is the judgment of Presiding
Judge Graham, before whom Hen-
dry appeared yesterday on a citation,
directing him te show cause why he
should not divulge the names of the
companies in London  and lanca•
shire whose policies are reinsured
and whose "embargo" on the London
and Lancashire has made it neces-
sary for the latter to make a bort-
septet rut on all policies upon pay-
ment.
Simi Young Women Pall-Bearers,
Hartford, Conn., August 15.—. An
admirer of women all 'his life, and a
general social favorite in this city,
Michael Wyler a wealthy machine
maker who died last Saturday', des-
Mnated In his will, In regard to his
funeral, that six young women ac-
quaintances, whose names he men-
tioned, should art as pall-bearers
This morning, when the towlertaker
went to the 'house he found eight
who were to act as pall and flower
bearers.
?few Party for Blooding Kansas.
Topeka, Ken., Aug.
York, a protestor of economy in Le
land Stanford University for several
years, toned R call yesterday by
Which he hopes to organize a new po-
litical party in this Mate, to be known
as the Kansas 0o-operative club, The
party, It is intended, will not male •
mospalgn until 190'g, the Intervening
time being mantels getting the organ-
isation perfected threnghent the state.
George Denver, a well-known en-
gineer of the 1111nole Central, has to-turned from a trip to eastern
where he Malted trio*/ and retieuves for afrirsi
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15.
FOR TOMORROW
317
Broadway
&114: 317
Broadway
White Linen Suit - - $3.98
1.29
dies' Shirt - - - - - 98c
White Skirts
LOC.IL LINES.
-For Dr. Peadley ring 411.
-C. L. Brunson & Co. have moved
their flower store to 529 Broadway.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
--- Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Fra-
ternity building.
-The fortieth series of the Me-
chanics Building and Loan Ass'n is
now open. This is a sure ten per
cent in•estment, where carried
through to maturity, and pays six per
cent on withdrawals. We also have
money to lend. See F. hl Fisher or
B. G. Boone.
- Old Reliable Carterville, Ill.,
washed nut, and egg eel) is the
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339
-One load of our coal will make
you an advertiser.for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone 839.
- Drs' Reynolds, oculist, has re-
moved from Fiaternity building to
utilises over Riley & Cook's photo-
graphers, South Sixth near Broadway.
-The Sun office Is prepared to fur-
nish the very latest things In engraved
Or printed calling cards ani invitations
ef any sort, and is making special
prices now, for a few days.
--Dr. V. Blytne, physician. Phalle*
)51-273. Office Fraternity building.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Bun who wish the delivery of their
Papers straelted must sotify oar col-
lectors or make their requests direct
to The Sun offiee. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given to
our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Ladies, get on•. or those Phoebe
Pan Purses at R. I). Clements & com-
pany, the latest In purses and a great
convenience to the wearer.
--Ice cream sapper and barbecue
will be given August the 23rd, at
IM/4Cendred Ocft Fellow ball by the
Odd Fellows. Speaking by noted ora-
tors. Best meek that can be obtained.
liverybody invited.
--Our rustorners are our best ad-
vertisers. Ask your neighbor. Brad-
tey Bros. Phone 339.
--We guarantee to please you
with Old Taylor, KY . Lump coal.
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
-When going away or looking
for a friend or relative. ring 5118 up
Remembes our carriages are for
white people only. Our service and
carriages are the best Prices reason-
able and uniformly the same. Both
phones 768, Palmer Transfer Co.
- - not be deceived,. Bradley
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
Ill.. washed coal. Phone 339.
The annual e5.40 excursion to Chi-
cago via. I. C. R. R. will be run
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many
People are preparing to take advant-
age of this special excursion, which is
the most popular run by the Illinois
Central railroad.
-While a team hitched to a dirt
wagon was drinking at the watering
trough at Third and Clark streets
this noon, one of the horses stepped
For the Ills Attendant
Upon Hot Weather and
Fresh Vegetables Take
aia.fize
Castor Oil
It removes poisonous, painful oh-
structious and lamas the bowels
clean, healthy and active. The
brand oil really tastes goo-1, Is
easy to take and does not nause-
ate. Particularly good for chit.
dtea.
ISC a Bottle
Made by the
R. W. WALKER C.
rec-re mk"1
DI21...104:318T8
RIB wilerselleut ilea Mass Os
Night Bell at Side Door.
into the trough and fell over the
wagon tongue on side of the other
one and It fell too. Considerable dif-
ficulty was experienced In freeing
the animals from their tangle.
-Before leaving on your rummer
vacation don't fail to have The Sun
forwarded to you. Address changed
as often as desired. Be careful to
rive poistolliee, hotel or street et:l-
itres.
WIRELESS MESSAGIN
Can Easily Kr Sent By Signal Corps
While Moving.
Washington, Aug. 15 --Satisfac-
tory. results with wireless apparatus
are reported to the chief signal officer
in Washington from Camp Roosevelt
at Monet Gretna, Pa., from distances
of ten or more miles. Wheat a halt is
made a wireless apparatus is brought
out and within Ilse minutes or less
messages are exchanged with head-
quarters. 'Kites are used from the
temporary stations and it has been
demonstrated that direct conrmunka-
tam can be established
WITH GUN f`OTToN
- -
Natkauil Cash liegi.ter Plant Is
Wrecked at Dayton.
--
Dayton, 0...Ang 13 --Early this
morning a great quantity of gun cot-
ton exploded mysteriously In factory
six of the National Cash Register's
plant, completely wrecking it. NO
one was injured, but people thought
it was an earthquake, aa buildtags all
over the city rocked.
L. M. RIEKE RenlirR.
Condltbous Germs %l ore Hope Then at
Any emslospi Time.
The condition o Louis M. Rieke, of
the firm of C. H. Rieke & Sons,
wholesale dry goods dealers, who has
been seriously Ili reverse weeks at
his house! Seventh end - Jeffers.*
streets, is much improved today and
his friends and•family are more hope-
ful Chan since he wet stricken Last
night was by fir the most comfort-
able he has spent since he has been
111. It was reported Tuesday that
Mr. Rieke had Fettered a relapse and
that hie condition was again critica•.
TO MARKETS
Wheat- Open Clew
SP  70% 701/4
Dec.  73% 73%.
Coen-
Sept  49% 48%
Der. . 46 444
Oats--
Sept . St% 30
Der.  32% 33%
Pork-
Sept  17.0e 17.30
Cotton-
Oct.  9.50 9,44)
Dec.  9.60 e.31
Jan.  9 et 9.6*
Storks-
7. C. .. 1.76% 1.76
L.&N.  1.45% 1.45%
 1.59 1 613i
Rdg,  1.72% 1_34%
St P.  1.8* 1.148
Ilo P  911% 95%
Penna.   1.36% 1.37%
Oop.  1.04% 1.04%
  1.34 1.54%
Lead.  79% 80
C. F. I.  56% 65
U. 11, P.  1.01% Leg%
U. B.  41% 41%
local Markets.
Dressed Chickens- 17- to 25e.
Egge-44c. a dozen
Sutter- 16c, lb.
Irish Potatoes-Per bit 76c.
Sweet Potatoes-Per MI $1.60.
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
Green Sausage-10c. lb.
Sausage-12%c. lb.
Country Lard-10e lb.
Lettuce-5c bunch
Tomatoes-6c quart.
Peaches-20c basket, -
Reans--10c. gallon.
Roasting FAre-10c damn.
tl4ntaloupes-5c to 100e.
Batterbeans--10e. quart.
PAD('CAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat, 65c bu.
Oorw, 66n be.
Hay. No. 1,117; No 2, 416
blew CM No. Ls 114; No. 3, $11.
THE PADUCAH EVENINU SUN
Pleasant Events
PA02
Portent sending In accouota of
dal entertainments mill please sign
them, as The Sun will not publish
communications sent to that me sot
signed.
Lenehron.
Mrs. V. H. Chamblin entertained
with • luncheon yesterday afternoon,
complImemary to Mrs. Fwarn, of In-
dianapolis, who Is visiting in the city.
A delightful time was had by those
present, who were Mesdames Clarence
Chamblin, Harry Johnson, R. Walker
and Fwarn.
Pleasant Party.
Miss Mabel Berry entertained her
friends last evening with an Informal
social at her home ou Sohth Fourth
street. Many entertaining amuse-
ments were provided by the hoatess,
after which refreshments were sere-
Pd
Thai afternoon at So'clock at the
residence of the Rev. Father Upset',
on South Sixth street, Miss Flora
Reidel and Mr. Frank Dugan were
united In marriage The bride is a
popular young lady of Gonconda and
the groom is a valued employe of the
Illinois Central reamed, The mar-
riage was a quiet one and only wit-
nessed by the relatives and a few in-
timate friends.
Among those registered at The
Palmer hide"! are: Louie Williams.
Nashville; J. H. McLin, St. Louis:
J B. Messenger, Cairo. III.; J. M.
McPkitrihts St. Louis: H. H. rres•
back, Memphis, M. A. Adamis West
Liberty. Mo.; John W. Powell, Mem-
pas; F. L. Harper, Topeka. Kan.;
W. H. Grady, New York: ('. H.
Bradley, Murray; J. A. Erwin, Par
is, Tenn.; W. E. Harris. Nasnville,
J. A. Colby, Fulton; James Asheraft,
Pointer Bluff, Mo.
Belvedere: Joe Felsenthal, Mem-
phis; J. F. Fitzgerald, leinisville: J.
J. Nichols, Cairo. Ills Charles Nich-
ols. Cairo, Ill.; G. lAndam, Kenosha,
Wis.; M. T. Nicholson, Gallatin,
Team, J. A. Jester, St. Louis; J. 0
Tilden. ,Louisville.
Miss Neil& Hatfield:intro has beer.
the guest of .Misses George and Kate
Wire, at Mayfield, went to Case)-stile
this morning, where she will visit
friends before returaing to Paducah.
Mn, Thomas Corbett and Miss
Ruby Corbett will speed a week with
Mr. Jacob Corbett 'at Wickliffe. .
Capt. James Owen has returned
from as extensive Wetness trip.
Mr. F'. M. MeGlathery has returned
from a business trip in Tennessee.
Dr Wielam Keys, of Murray, form-
erly a druggist in Paducah, was in
the city yesterday.
Mr. Mark Keys. of Murray, pawed
through the city last evening on his
way to Los Angeles, Cal • where he
will reside.
Mr. anti Mrs. Thomas Hofech. of
Cape Girardeau. Mo., are visiting Mrs
Boryer, oe7Ohlo street.
Miss Eunice Robertson has gone
to Springfield, Mo., where she will
visit relatives.
Mike Ester Cravens, who has been
visiting in Hopkinsville. has returned
Mlis Mary Byrne of Mayfleld, is
the guest of Miss Norma Jenkins,
Mrs. J. 5, Harth and children have
returned from Sherman, Tex They
were accompanied by Mimi Harnie
Gregory
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Mendonso and
501111, of Cotton Hill, arrived today to
resit their aunt, Mrs. Hoary Bahr, of
South Eighth street.
Miss Eva Smith. of Mobile. Ala..
will arrive Saturday to be the guest
of Miss lose Wentert
Mr. Roscoe Bailey, advertising
manager of the EveeIng Newts at
Jackson, Miss., Is the west of his
mother, Mrs. Mary Bailey, 819 B
way.
Attorney Will Lynn, of Warrry, W1s
in the city yesterday, en route Lou-
isville. _
Was Lena Hall, of Sonth Sixth
street. Is visiting 'relatives in Bandar»
this week.
Mrs. D. A. Meachem, of North
Sixth rarest, Is 111 of malart.1 fever
The (Rev W. 16. Cave rod Mr. Ed-
ward' Cave have rsturnel from Bat-
tle Creek, Micb. '
Miss Mottle Brown is in fernithland
today taking depositions in setae lew
suite.
Lieut. Wellam Reed will be in tne
city tomorrow to accept the recruits
obtained at this point. ,
MIIIR Mine Strong, of Cairo, will
arrive tomorrow to visit Mrs. Will
Kidd, of West Broadway.
Mr. Lai Threlkeld has returned
from a visit in Dawson Springs Ky.
Mr. k. H. Waller, of H-enderson.
was in the city today on his Way to
Oirderre Landing. He was with his
brother-In-law, Attorney D. H. Hughes
While in the city.
Mr. Richard Donovan left this morn
log for a visit in Cerulean, Ky.
Mrs. Millie Davis, Miss His:lie Hisey
and Mr. Prank Davis Mfttoday
visit in Cerulean. KY
Mr. Charles Mlle who accidentally
shot himself is better today, and the
doctors think be will completely re-
cover.
Bryan to Visit Australia.
Pieria, August 16.- Williant J.
Bryan confirms the report from Mel-
bourne that he intends talvIsit Aus-
tralia. He says he will startImmedi-
ately after the Nevembenaelection.
sailing from San Francisco, and mak.
-lug a tour of New Zealand as well as
Australia. He will be gone ten weeks
and will travel alone. His itinerary
is not Yet definitely decided upon.
STORM IN INDLtNA.
Buildings Are Wreeked And (Metro
Are Flooded,
41vanavil4e, Ind., Aug. 15.--The
most severe storm lit man years vis-
ited southern Indiana yeeterdas after-
noon. _The rainfall in this city
amounted to more thah two inches in
less than an hous Three buildings
were partley wrecked by the storm.
The cellar, were flooded and the up-
per floors gave way, throwing the oc-
cupants Into the water. None was in-
ni red , being rens ed by passersby.
Water stood In some of the streets to
the depth of a foot or more. Tr us
were blown down a' over t' e city.
The property damageewill be heavy
!Reports received from surrounding
points Si) the storm was general
TUNNEL IN OGMPLETED,
Chicago Now nail gyottilli 1.1 l'eiler-
ground Itallerada.
Chicago. 1'5 -TM treght cars
of the Illinois Tunnel conu•an will car
was begun five years ago and which
lots for the first time tomorrow. An
nouncenient to this effect WWI made
by officials of the company today. This
movement will mark the practica.
completion of the Illinois Tunnel cone
pany's system of underground freight
railroads, the constrection of Which
was begun Ilv• pears age ame whits
has cost the owners about 130,000.-
0,00 This company now has forty'
five miles of tunnel.
LUNATIC WITH RAZOR
Commits' Murder and euiride ‘11,1411ho
thin Home.
Aurora, III., Pug. 15.-Emil Ber-
ner, 36 years old, a mechanic, of eta-
taste, in a fit of insanity this morn-
ing attacked his wife with a razor
and steeliest Ernest Franzen. his
wife's brother, severink the jugular
vein. Then he turned the blade on
himself. The men are dead and the
woman may die. _A boarder and his
daughter epreqwel '
Cheesed With Plergery.
Detroit, Aeg. 16.--A special from
Lansing, Mich., says Harry J Cowl(),
a broker et that city and a member of
a prominent family there, Ni24 arrest-
ed today on the charge of implication
in the forgery of certificates of stock
In the Polon Pac5lc !Railway com-
pany Mr. Cowley denies any connec-
tion with or knowledge-o( the for-
eery, and decalitres that what Union
Pacific Mock he hes been possessed .if
he bought In good faith. He will be
taken to Battle Creek for arraign-
ment.
Criaiser Is Areented,
Phi:hcle79f1iii. Aug.15 -Without
formal cerentonlee the protected crui-
ser St. Loisis, built at the yards of
the Seethe & ',Levy Shipbuilding corn
pan), in ties city, ass today transfer-
red to the government The cruiser
was towed to the League Island navy
yard sod was recetpted for by Admiral
Craig, sommandant of the yard The
St. Lellis will not be placed In com-
mission until Inspected by a naval
hoard.
LOUIS CLARK'S
SPECIALS
24 le aag Pansy Flour for  Ter
24 lb bag Purity Flour for Mc
bars Swift's Pride Soap for .. 2fir
3 bare White Ribbon Soap for . 10c
3 pkgs Swift's Washing Powders 10e
bozos &mach Light Matches for lOr
7 Thelsump Starch for 2fie
2 lbc Orange Cookies for 11Sr
A 36c Parlor Broom for 25c
3 pkgs. Nevins) for 25c
2 lbs Ginger Soaps for ler
I lb Wafer Crackers for 10c
3 -Mtgs. Toasted Corn Flakes for  21r
2 large cane Pineeppa Chunk for 25c
2 cans Royal Seal Oats for %Sr
3 cans Sliver Cow Cream for  10c
3 pkgs Shredded Cocoanut for . Ude
4 cakes Sweet Chocolate for 2.1.-
lbe. Our 20c Coffee for SOc
Peek of large Irish Potatoes for 20c
Peck of White Meal for 20c
3 pkgs. Hominy Grits for 110c
Fancy Lemons, per dozen  elk
A 3:ic Bottle Olives for 26c
NOTICE.
Liss of new subscribers added by the
East Tennessee Telephone ("mu
puny 7Today:
2442-4-Pryor, D. 0.. res , East
Toiler avenue.
51714-3---Roberts, N. F, req. Hitt-
klevIlle road.
'844-1--Stenley, Mrs. Robert.. res.
HinkievIle road.
548-Rentneky theater, Fifth.
1119-a- -Mnrrls. .7 R. saloon, 1170
Broadway,
721-4-Penn. Wm., res., Bighead
read.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for 'according
to Its worth and value.
We have In the city crier 3.1410
subscribers or five times as many at
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the county we
have th times as many subscribers at
the Independent company. Yet we
will place a telephone in your resi-
dence at the same rate the Indepead-
ent company, Is supposed to charge,
and provide In addition, long dist-
ance facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty million people front
your home .
Call 300 for further Intonation.
CART .TENNESSEE. TELEPHONE
. COMPANY.
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RUNABOUT
LAMPS
The handiest trick
about the house. It
is just the thing
wanted and needed.
They will be sold at
HART'S this week
for 15 cents. The
other--fellow gets 25c.
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
a.16119006920000108%%.74.aalMia••••1001~06
TIPS.
WHEN YOU GET RATES of Sr.
insurance on your properties, you will
find them alike everywhere, am rates
are alike, but agents are not. Writing
fire and Cyclone Insurance exclu-
sively, we are better prepared to pro-
tect your interests. The companies
we represent are sound, solid and sol-
vent Come and see us and get poet-
red Office No. 101 South Second
street Office phone No. 910 red
Residence phone No. 560-a. Re
Julies Friedman.
UMBRELLA repairing and ,'over.
Ing neatly doss. 113% S Third St
--C-1.11ANINO anii-pressing [testa,
does. James Duffey, old phone 718-r rooms,
F'OR RUNT-Teo room, Apply floors,
1.21,1 Clay street. lar. Apply
HRATLNO and stove
Levis, both obones 437.
FOR RINT-Oue side of store
128 Broadway. Phones 1513.
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room house,
modera conveniences. Old phone 164.
FOR RENT Stable, 326 South
Third.
FOR RENT Nice-furnished
roosts, 408 Washington.
Rooms with board.
326 South Third. -
FOR RENT- Furnished house
for winter. Address L, care Sun.
wood, Frank
@VIT. CLZAIYHD and pressed 641,
cents. 8olttion the tailor 113 South
Third street. Fhose 10111-a.
FOR SALE-Beautlful city lots on
small monthly payments. H. C. Hot-
line, Trueheart Bldg., old phone 127.
STENOGRAPHER wants position
part or all the time. Address W. L.,
care Sen.
' WANTED--Oirls, steady work;
tge 14 to 16 years. Apply Columbia
Mfg. Co, Meebtakelterg
1A".)ST- Eight-weeks-old Collie Dula
Liberal reward for return to H. Well
& Boss.
sq your property.
H. C. Hollins No. 9, Trueheart
Bldg. Telephone 127.
--WA-NT-t-D-Soung men to board.
Bath and other conveniences, 912
Jefferson.
WANTED--Mill timber and farm
hands." Good wages. Frank Lum-
ber M.. old phone 1468-1.
,F.OR RENT-Five rooms INV!
Kamleiter's grocery. Apply to Henry
Kamleiter.
HICKORY WOOD- Phones: Old
442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
B. E. Bell & Sons.
FOR RENT-5 room cottage with
bath, 1038 Madison street. Apply to
Dr. P. H. Stewart.
FOR RENT-A seven-room house
No. 421 North Seventh, with all mod-
ern conveniences. R. Rowland, No, 2,
Trueheart Building.
RE0IfrTEREI-S2- Two bulls, one
herford and one polanger. I stand
them at lfty cents each on Stephen
Menard's farm. W. M. Meyer.
FOR RENT-Ten room house mod-
ern conveniences. Best location and
equipment' in tha city. Apply to 319
North Shah street. Old oho*, 980.
WANTED -- Four aafernish-Cd
roomer or 4 or 5 room house with mod-
ems eoevenitleas, it, Once. If you owo
Ad.
dregs
LOST-Bobtailed fox terrier pup.
black and white spotted. answers to
the name of Tige. Liberal reward if
left at stand No. 1, market house.
John Theobeld.
I AM NOW Agent for Chase &
Wyman's nursery and handle all this
of forest trees and shrubs. Phone
Frank Levin or address hi H. Brad-
ley, 1122 North Terah street
MORGAN, blarksmith, 4ei
S. Third. Old phone 157. Superior
work guaranteed Exclusive agent
for lore stone side wire Urea, the beet
ribber tired made
CON'TrheCTUR WE-IKEL--Masoa
ry and Concrete work • epectaity
Office 126 South Fourth nose 410.
Residence phone 1237. Preempt al-
tention on all estim•tes
A MODERN HOME for sale. Six
bath, furnace hardwood
up-to-date in every partieu-
on
Fifth street
IF YOI' WAT A HOME-er-a-iiii-r-
gain in Warren's addition on Six-
teenth street, easy payments, see
or call J. Henry Balance. Old Anne
WI ring 5.
FOR RENT- The store house.
corner 16th and Tennessee streets.
Good dwelling up stairs. Will make
good grocery or drug stand. Apply or
write to Jake Biederman Grocery Co.
LOST-Liewellyn setter bird itig,
weighs about 8.5 pounds, black spot on
hips, head and back: bob-tailed, left
fore leg crooked. Rewird for his re-
turn to Dr. Heerne, Brook Hill build-
la
premises at 416 North
_
WANTED - Heys above ID years
of age to learn mule spinning at the
Cohankue Mfg. Co Can earn from 16
to $8 per week after learning. Ap-
ply at the office of the Cohankut
Mfg. Co.. 9th and Boyd Si.., city.
THE OZARK HOTEL at Creel
Springs, Ill., will make a note of It
and 110 Per week for the balance of
the season. The I C. railroad will
give reduced rates. The finest mud
baths in the land it The 0:Jerk. also
hot, cold, vapor. spray ' and 'honer
batha
1111.8. HARKNESS, Proprietress.
IrARI.CY & FISHER, Veterinary
Surgeons and Dentists. Personal at-
tention to all diseases of horses and
dogs. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
scientifically equipped hospital
where every case is assured careful
attention. Bring your sick horses or
call us any time for consultation
Offire and hospital 429 South Third
Old Phone 1345, new 351, residence.
old, 1/116.
His "Working f Velum."
"I want to get a suit of working
clothes," said a man in a clothing
store to the salesman who came fei -
ward
"Step this way, sir," politely re-
sponded the saleenten, and the pros-
pective customer went to the rear of
the store, where there were huge
piles of jeans and blouses and suits
varying In price from 13 to 810
"These won't do," the customer
declared "I want a ore** suit "
thought you said you wanted
working clothes," ventured the sales
man
"So I did," the custome, calmly
responded. "That's the hied el
clothes I work In I'm a mestelan
at the theater
t
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MOTHER'S S
SAVES If
Cruel Hoofs Abut
Little l‘ret
IN-les1 to (rests Pike
Getout- hulterii 1
He Drew
ANKLE HOUND %
A mother's scream
her three-year-old (
lam park station 11
o'clock, when Mr.
Kolb ?ere driving
The little girl, the
liarn Greek, wise dh
the horse's hoofs at
not seen her when
cries of the mother
right ankle was in
bone being broken,
able to be up but thli
in splints.
William Greek c4
ration at Wallace pi
went stand on the
_ _suationset Wallaver-f-
eident was due to ,
to cross ahead of I
"I was driving
stated, "and did no
all. I heard a woe
jerked my horse to
peel him and then
lag In the road W
Parris Bros.' (Croce
cian *as s.a.e.('
found tbet 'the art'
small hone being f
Dot a serious inJu
front feet missed t
she teed to run
ahead of my vehiel
why I pulled to
saved the little girl
ileve."
The child was s
father's stand and
dimly across the at)
not teen her but !it
mother•s ream w
teen of the danger
THIS YEAR
E KIT
NO More Profe-4
Iii l'k
owners in Thie ('
(hi cirenk
(se
less Tie
- What the Kitty
poultice plaster, it
the circuit do not
eat in the league
mean another job
The Kitty lest;
and this fact can
-the receipts of tht
not draw ing, , and
er team In the I
probably trading
that is not saylag
It Is tIpped,:as
that, that there
league next %east
unofficially that
who -holds the at
will not be in lit
The investment if
in Viniennes. eV
team. In Paduiab
ry
This morning it
know stated tie
after this season
tIon of protegee°.
cab ball enthuait
deep enough Into
team to live, sine
of "dig" for th•
sport for the lee
°'lact the keel fa.
a paying prop(
September' ail
and with It the ti
lees be planted. '
and after Pasluit
treated to a reel
It may be that •
get Into the gam
It looks like
neck of King."
fee some time 10
PALL ON (
Weak, In Sever
. 1
As the result
Mg his knee on
home, Eleventh
Clint Boaz, the
Michael Bross
home ledge pe
Weed to close ti
—The fortieth series of the Me-
chanics Building and bosh Amen h
now open. This in a sure ien per
C0Illt Investment, where ferried
throngh to maturity, and papa ail per
--We ship pianos and organs di-
rect from factory of our own makes
and saves you commission. D. H.
Baldwin & company. MI Broadway.
Care of the Nails
- ---
Cannot possibly be accom
plished unless you have the
proper manacure tools and
use the approved brands of
polish and powders. We have
recently received the most-
complete assortment of mana•
cure requisites ever shown in
Western Kentucky,' Would
be pleased to have you in-
spect them, as we feel confi-
dent yOU will find some arti-
de In the assortment that
'on need.
Brine I's I.;orer
Pre,rripffn s
McPhersot's Drug Store
Furti
PV1317CIXTI EIMINTN111 PrIO
Chances to Spend
Vs
Chaces to SaveA)
The first are alwaye with yoa. The second are with you only
while jou are earning good wages, The chances to spent
wilt be no account to you later in life if you do not use your
• chances to save now Start an account at once with Poo
an't get 4 per cent. interest.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
HOTEL MARLBOROUGH
BROADWAY, 3ati ud 37ti STRUTS
Herald Square. New York.
UNDER. NEW MANAGEMENT
011impletily renovated and Teta,-
,_Tkr itnikwarot a tractive 1,011uT AND
itelCIDA in afew Toik has hero newly
Indio:roosts to COMINNIC141. MEN
wit aitanplea 1 hot• large sat :tested
1401141,11.hlt001411. uth or without loth Po ty
large Dont poi lor. tow lorirooma
ant I:4Iva%, Loth •mt.al.le for lant.lkii u pa, lir*
trak.eting Saggth.
The Old English
Grill Room
Is as lunoyation Unimie mad origins:
Alt e Nawadenorlag. Sea S. od ail sarteile• a .peria
Our Onnibittation Ittireklasta are • poi:molt testate
The German Rathskeller
is brood w•y • greateist attraction 1..ir special food dislies and popular nook EUROPEAN PL4NTno room. ion baths Sates tor room., ji to and upw•rd. o. anil upward wu h ha. h. Par
hedsoom and bath, SA no.o oo awl SA on pi r day: parlor. too hedro ma awl bath lv no, 1.6
and V Le) pe; day. 51.00 extra where two 'croon* oorupv single room win' kV booklet.
UMPItN5:1(•TIERSIPY litSrsct. co., g m. Tierney, Mgr
W. F. PAXTON, R. Buoy,
President. C solder
P. Prairxen,
alstant Cashier
Citizen's Savings Bank.
Capital...
sans.. 
Stook holdeis liability
Total security to dcetelltot 
$100000
50.000
100,000
$250,000
Accounts of individuals and firins solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Doperall•
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway
1 H. C. HOLLINS
••••
REAL, ESTATE
-
AND INSURANCE
No. 9 Truishisort Bldg. Plion•127
CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at
(Dauber's Stable.
We are ready for all hinds of hauling.
TREPlIONE 499
Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news
while it is-news.
awe
— PAES NEL
POLITICS IN OHIO I
IN STRANGE SHAPE
Same Question Meets Different Situa-
tions in North and South
Sections.
GOSSIP FROM THE NATIONAL CAPITAL
Washington, Aug. I:1.- Politica!
.
wiseacres in Washington 'have long
relieved the motto "Watsh Ohio" In
the opinion of well ported observers.
the Buckeye state is the most reliable
political barometer In the ('ountry.
Actuated, perhaps, by this belted, both
parties are preparing to mare some of
their heavs artillery in the Mate Mir-
ing the coming cempaissn. Several of
the Ohio political teatime have made
pilgrimages to New York and Wash-
ington during the past fortnight to en-
list tbe service* of cabinet officers and
other _prominent leaders for the au-
tumn campaigns, borne of them, like
Senator Dirk, stopping off for a "pure
is social call" at oyster Fla). Accord-
ing to one of these visitors who had
been spending a few days nere, the
opinion is expressed that It is in
monsely diffiriet to gindiet the result
of the approaching fight.
"The tremble is," he said, "that the
question attracting meet attention is
neither the tariff nor the trusts, but
it Is arnairipal ownership, ordinarily
parety a Meal issue. In the northern
part of the state Tom Johnson is boom-
ing this issue in his fight with the
Cleveland street railways, while in the
southern section municipal ownership
It.. received a had black eye through
ON. reveationa in Cincinnati and more
recently In Hamilton. In the latter
rite a report to the state audttor re-
rently 'bowed that the municipal gas
and,eleftrie light plants had bete los-
ing money, that they were incompetent
- manager, that publie officials have
been enjoying free esrrent, and that a
generally unsatisfactory tsondHlon ofl
Orates prevailed. So if municipal
ownership is a good rallying cry in one
part of the state, It Is likely to be •
dangerous one in another. That Is
eh> we. want to Let the big guns in
action, to talk on the Irene& raised by
the Rorsees-'i administration If the
present unsettled renditions% prevail
we stall all be at sea right up to elec-
tion time."
righting for Ifonor.
Quite a heated controverey has
arisen over the te'ection of the telly
to carry the president to Panama this
f. --the choice lying between the
Louisiana and the Menefee-tit --and
petitions have been Sled at Oyster Bay
In behalf of each shlp. The question
of the building of these two ships bag
. entered Into the controversy; the
Uneaten& having been-ronntrnotnd In
a private yard and the Connecticut by
the government. The friends of each
method are anxious that their Yeses!:
he rhot-en, in addition to the support
weird southern* are giving to t•
Louisiana and New Englanders to tne
Conneceent. In spite of the faet that
the fittings of the latter vv-rel are
those of a fleet flagship. pairtieulath
eominedious, it looks as if the Louis-
iana might win, for It is a question
whether the work on the Connseticut
can be completed in Cm; Work on
these sister ships was begun simnl-
taneounls. b-ut the government...seas un-
able to keep up with the pee, set be
the private builders. However, If the
Louisiana to chosen the alterations
which will be made will leave fleeting
to be desired In the way of aceemms-
dation S. Meanwhile, the president ant
Secretary Benaparte. frotr whew the
final decision will come are consider-
ing the matter,
Tare` ram Lizards.
There are only skirmishes going on,
at present, it is true, between stand -
patters and revisioniaLs. but eineei
straws skew which wa5 the wind
-blows, nothing tbeoretiraile is too
• to hr oierlooketl. At any rafv
the country will be Metes edified to rent en eithdrawala. We also have
learn that no less a commodity than money-to lend, See F. M. Irish" or
dried lizards can now be imported E. Boone,
free of dolts, a condition due to the
'reversal by the courts of a ruling of
the treasury department in a suit
brought by e Cblnaman. Another
growe r monopoly is struck, More the
domeinic lizard Is no longer to be pro-
tested, but the standpatters. undaune
ed by this reversal are, in the words
of Patrick !leery advising the revis-
ionists to Make the most of It. Dried
llgards, it le trse would baldly
to be an Impoeant article of com-
merce, but tleet are used by all China-
men as a panacea for the ills to which
oriental flesh is heir. They are ap-
parently a ewe/teary pretteription, and
while the common and garden Ameri-
can ileard Is said to be "just as good,"
the foreign-living Chinaman MIII
Ontgs to the traditions of here, and.
vowing that Chinese di reach the
spot• more quickl: is willing to pas
an 'atm price for them. Henee the
ease In question, for, to meet the de-
mand for this native medicine, one
firm In this eoentry Imported* lazge
consignMent of them driel "var-
mints," instating that inasmuch as
they were drugs they he.tlsi come in
deity free. The hard healed curitom,
°Wish, however, not finiete dried
lizards on ant- lest dutiable or other-
wise, and refustng to admit that titerf
ire* drugs, put them In the entchsitIli
rime of anonemersted article's taking'
14 per cent ad vaioreut dete. It was
to this %vitals' that .ortsporsont
exception, a stand in which they were
upheld by the cools. But 'whether
the result Is to be looked upon as 3
victory for tarty revisionists, or an-
other manifestation of the yerow
Peril, &Meads chiefs) on one's poll-
tics,
trek Mandolin.
Music mandolins and my-et:el:en is
the combination which the sleuths of
the postal department have been UP
against of late. While the first Of
these three may have the power to
soothe the savage breast. Ita effi-
ciency falls entirely with the poet-
office people when fraud is !fleets,
and fraud was inv,Ived in the case
jurist brought to light by Uncle Sam's
I detectives. • fraud by which a eas-
tern In Mow ell Quaker town was
separating easy victims from their
money In a manner not slowed by
the /meal recitation*. It seems that
the Piffled ',phi* artiste had adver-
tised under the head of a n w inven
Con, that for ten cents they would
Send to anyone a mystic mandolin
whose peculiar quality of mystleietu
lay In the fact that it was unnecessary
to tenth the strings, hut Instead. to
look at it only to have the heart
strings touched more than by an,
mandolin in existence. A inandotin
that vented play seri make an Imps-es-
Slots on the heart without bt'InA
touched was not to be turned down,
end various persons baglen,1 to
separate theme :sal from _their _mimes-.
for the acquisition of one. But when
the deliveries began the victims dlit-
eovered that their heart strings, an•I
their purses, toes had indeed tx.en
touched, for the mandolins were mei
of pasteboard. • This we* too msai.
even for Philadelphia., and the postal
°nicest' immediately got busy so ef-
fectually that mystic mandolins are
no more, and hearts bre safe from' be-
ing touched at ten evert.' per,
Thomas Hawkins aesinst steamer
Monte diner,
Whereas a libel was 5104 in the dis-
trict court of the Cured Staters for
the western district of Kentucky, at
Padneah on the 5th day of August,
1904, by Thomas Hawkins vs. steamer
Monk' Saner, her engines, tackle, ate
Wel. furniture, ete , and owners, a'-
leging In seiner/Are that *aid steamer
was Indebted to Sere In the sum of
three hundred end seven dollars, for
wages, and that same has never been
paid, and prays proceee against mid
steamer Monte Bader and that the
"am. riYity he condemned and sold io
per said realm, with core and expenses
Now, therefore, in romantic* to th.
meal Con under eett* of wat,i
me directed I do hereby c es •
notice to all persons claiming sate
steamer ?dente Bauer, or in any wee
interested therein, that they be and
eiMelsehefore ehe district court of the
Milted States in the city of Paducah
Ky., on or before the 3rd day of Sep-
tember 1906, at 10 o'clock a. m., of
that day, thee and titre to !interval.
their claims and to make their allega-
tions in that baleen'.
GEO W. LONG, C. S. M. W. K. D.
By WADE BROWN, Deputy.
Bagby & Martinsproctors for libel-
lant.
WEDNESTAY, ACGCSITIfi. "
BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND
TO COLORADO Very by round trip 
rates all summer. Special
reductions September 23 to 29 inclusive.
TO CALIFORNIA Very law round trip rats all 
summer. Special
reductions &cumber 3 to 14 inclusive- One way
te a t
n st" tickets will be o Late September 15 to Ostober 31.
TO HOT SPRINGS, ARK. Very low 
round trip rates all
summer,
Illustrated Booklets and Full Information Regard-
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
itoq Island
System
GEO. H. LEE, P. S. WEEVER,
Gen, Pass, Agt., Tray. Pass. Agt.,
Littk Rock, Ark. Nashville, Tenn.
Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See
WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
North Fifth St., Next Kentucky Theatre
They can save you money, and
take your old wheel in ex-
change. We want an un-
limited number of sec-
ond hand bicycles.
Remember this is the cheap-
est house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles.
Parts furnished for any make of
wheel. Expert machinista in
our repair shop. All work
guaranteed,
Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosorh starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and * sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.
THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
TO LET
Several superior offices' on second and
third. floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
221 Broadway
YOUR  FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question :
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
1.32 South Fourth 328 Kentuy:ky Ave.
113..)th Phonon 201
Fans! Fans!
See Uts Fc3r 
CEILINfi   AND BUZZ FANS
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co
Iiiterporated
121-12s3 r.rourth kflt- Lark) nos 71,17
SUBSCRIRE FOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A- WEEK
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The Manager
Of the B. O. A.
By VAUGHAN &ESTER.
Copyright. 1901. by Harper te Brothers
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"The man who's got togo is your fe.. 'doer-Mud Fellerearue when he realized
Wer." this. The v-orat had happened. uuti be
"Wily?" asked Oakley, siuldus his could still go on. How the wen had
vatee. lie guessed ‘‘liat was veining learned about his father tie could not
Mat. but time question eeemed dragged understand, but inettrict told hint he
from him, lie bad to ask it. had Ryder to thank. Following up the
lew Kenpui had giveu lent, be had
carefully looked into Roger Oakley's
record, a matter that simply involved
• little correspondent*.
He had tole Branyon and Blokes only
what be woe fit and bail 1.6-lived him-
self to support the men in vihatever
action they took. Ile would drive Oak-
ley out of Antioch. That was oue of
".• hit motive.. He was also bent on cul-
tivating aa great a measure of peaco-
at popularity as he could. It would be
useful to Kenyon and so ativatitagetais
to himself. 'the congressman had
large ambitious. If he brought his
campaign to a successful issue it wouitt
make him a power in the state. Count-
ing on this victory, *Ryder had napped
out his own career. Kenyon had force
it Our by one they buckedatieep/shly and courage, but his Judgment and tact
our of the door, Brituyon being the last were only of a sort. Ryder *attired to
to leure. As be quitted the room be supply the necessary brains for his
called to Dan: complete success. Needless to say,
'Well give- you dutil, tomorrow to Keuyou knew nothing of three benev-
dpiik It ON er. But the old luau's gut olent inteutione on the part of his
to-go." friend. He could not possibly have b*.
kbellideck promptly followed Bran- • neves( that he required auything but
ma, glad Carom* darted after litiu votes.
We was in time to wItutow the uitcork- Oakley turned to Clarence.
leg of the master wectianic's vials of "Rust into the carpenter shop anti see
wrath and to bear the hut exchange of if you calm find ley father. If he Is
word* which 'followed, there ask him to come here to me at
"You eau rouut year days with the
Stekleberry bomber-tel. Branyou." he
Old. "I'm banged if Iii hu%e jou un-
der we after thisi."
see •totout that!" retorted
iftestreoge toughly. "Talk's *heap."
-"What's the old wan ever dour to
you. yip Interim! loafer?"
'Shut up. Milt, and keep your shirt
en!" said Stokes lu what he intended
should be conciliatory tones. -We only
want our rights."
"We'll have 'ern, tool" said Branyon,
shakiag his bead owtuously. "We alu't
datota or Palacio we're American
motianies, and‘we knew our rights."
"You're a sneak, Branyoul What's
be ever done to you? You needn't bo
▪ pur1i.•:4or oin•Ut the old mares rec-
ut...1 1 on Loov% as touch about the in-
side of a peen* as be does."
• "You're oa tare- Nevertbeteugt-Mce
Clintock spoke wily the truth. At
Brioryou's last - word he antarebed his
gist halo tise middle el the carioeutee's
sour visage with a heavy, sickening
thud No wan called ben a liar and
gut away with It,
-Gee!" ),,,1 ;veil the closely attentive
but critical olarenee, "What a soak-
er:" kiratayou rya up agaiwit the side
of the imildiug near which they were
standisig. . Otherwise be would have
gone his length upon the ground, and
the hands rushed in between the two
Olen.
Wakes and Bentick dragged their
friend away by main strength. The
affair had gone far enough. They
didn't want a fight.
McClintock marched lute the °Mee,
crooned to the water cooler 'and filled
blinself tumbler: then he turned an
uuruffloi front on Oakley.
-1 guess we'd better timek elope fel-
lows-- tire 'em out bodily, the impudent
cusses! Mai do you say. Mr Oak-
ley I"'
But Dan was too demoralized to eon-
skier qr even reply to this He was
"We, got welshes against you, Mr.
Oakley, but we won't work in the same
ithop with a couvieted
"Thera right," wutterett the chorus
et men *gala.
"lOstkley's fat* flushed *eerier Then
iyery at-rap of color left it.
"'Get out of here!" he ordered hotly.
"IsOn't we get our answer''
ed Brauyou.
Wbile the interview was in progress
lacediutoek had entered mod now stood
St the opposite end of the room, an at-
Motive listener.
"No" cried Oakley hoarsely. "I'll
lint whom I Jdeose to work in the
shops. Lee ve The ro0111, all of you:"
The web retreated before his fury,
their self confidence rather dashed toy
011ee ..
The boy was abseot only a few mo-
ments. Roger Oakley had taken of
his work clothes and had goue uptown
before the men left the shop. He had
not returned.
Dan closed his desk and put on his
bat.
"I am going to the hotel." be said to
Kerr. "If anybody wants to we we
you can tell them 1'11 be back this aft-
ernoon." .
"Very well, Mr. Oakley" The treas-
urer was wondering what would be his
egsperloen action. Would be resign and
leave Antioch or would be ery and
Mc* R Mat?
Dan hurried uptown te the hotel.
Me found hie father in his room, seat-
ed before an open window in iiis shirt
sleeves and with his 13.ble In his lap.
lithigieed tip from the book as his
sou pushed open the door.
"Well. Dannie%" he said, and his
Nees were mild, meditative and In-
quiring.
"I was looking for you, father, They
tqld nit' you'd come 'uptown." .
"So I did. As soon as I heard there
Was 901ar to be trouble over my work-
e in the shops I left."
"Del they say anything to you?"
•eNot a word. Donnie, but I knew
what was coming and decided to quit
work."
"You shouldn't have done its daddy."
aid Dan, orating himself on the edge
or the bed wear the old wan. ••I eau'
at them say who shall work in the
drops and uho we. The whole bust-
some was trumped up out of revenge
tor the cut. They want to get even
ovIth rue fur that, you see- If I bite*
.lowo and yield this- point there is no
lolling what they'll ask next—probe-lay tbat the wages be restored to theold figure."
He spoke quite cheerfully, for be saw
ils father w -a cruelly hurt.
"It was all a mistake. Datiny—tey
-outing to ycu. I menu"' Roger Oakley
mid, tibiae:Mg the book reverently and
aylug it to one aide. "The world's •
*mall pace after all, and we should
lave known we-couldn't keep our me-
<reL It,,. right I should' bear my own
Wail, but It's net your slit and now it
arliommo hardest on you. I'm sorry,
Dannie"— And his voice shook with
the emotion be was striving manfully
to bide.
"No, no. (ether. To have you here
is. been a great happlueett to we."
"Has it, Dimple? has it really?"
witlir a quick melle. "I am glad you
tan say so, for it's been a- great happi-
Was to line—erlifilgriagoLl. deserved."
Ind he laid a Mg hand caressingly on
de Mere '
"We most go ahead, daddy, as if
Whine had happened. If we let this
tart us, we'll end by losing all our
murage."
"It's been a knockout triow-for me,
Dannie." with a wistful sadness. "and
I've got to go away. It's best for yoU
I should. I've gone in one direction
Lad you've gouge-another. You caret
oeconcile oppoaltela. I've been thinking
N this a good deal. You're young arid
lot year life ahead of you, and you'll
lo big thine's before, you're &one. wilt
people will forget. I can't drag yoa
town Just because I happen to be emir
father and love you. Why. I'm of a
Ufferent claim even, but I can't go on.
ha just is I am, and I can't (-latish
Myself."
"Why, bless yomr heart, daddy." cried
Den, "I wouldn't have yen changed!
!Were talking, nonsense. I won't let
fee go away."
"Hu' the girl, Demote; the girl-the
lector's daughter! You see, I hear a
lot of gossip in the shop, aud eren if
ems liaveset told sae I knew," ,
"We may as well count that at an
end," said Dan quietly.
"leo you think of leaving here?"
. •"'No. If I began by rumens, I'd be •
I running all the rest of my life. I shall
female until I've oceomplished every-
thing I've set out to do It It takop ten
rears."
' "And whet about Miss EuaerY. Dan- '
isle? If you are going to stay, why is
fault at an cud?"
' "Llafire KY shall marry 1114.
wamestessoweet. ...eioseee-oseassiete
a
or" Theisseopyrtonati a oovieseimilLt to yo4_tsepyour effathritnv..'.
as they outlive sorrow and suffering,
felt Oat be bad cheated the ',IMO at
now he was found out. He could not
couldn't Marli among his rains. Men
survive disfeace and outlive shame Just
tatted that, since his seeeet had been
wrested Teem him, there was no long-
di-arttee. The whole town must know
hot father's history or some garbled
respectability was gone from him, He
II place to whieb he hed no right. and
fate Kerr nor Holt nor Meellutock.
Nothing ev a stops. alien he recog-
nis
of It. Worse atilt Ceinelaact
Emory must know. Tile prldio of Me
But this woos only temporary. He
feeling a horning sense of shame and
rAcTs IN NIkTITR.E.
Bet OnJr Do We (Set Inspiration From
Satan, But Koala am Well.
For people who are run-down toad nerv-
ous, who stiffer from indigestiou or dye.
pewits,. imu4achge billet pss,. or' torpid
liver, ooated tongue with bitter taste to
the morning and poor appetite, It be-
comes necessary to turn to none tonic or
strengthener which will assist Nature
and help them to get on their feet and
put the body into its proper condition. It
li becoming more arid more apparent that
Nature's most valuable health -giving
alma ere to be found In forest plants
and roots.
Nearly forty years ago, Dr. R. V. Pierce,
now constilting physician to the In?lids'
Hotel arid Surgical Institute, at 11 elo,
N. Y., discovered that by selenti rally
extracting and combining certain medici-
nal principles from native roote taken
from our Am forests, merican res he could pro-
duce a medicine which was marvelously
efficient in curing cases of blood disorder
and liver and stomach trouWe as well as
many other &rouge, Of lingering ail-
ments. This concentrated extract of
Nature's vitality be named ̂ Golden Med-
iae! Ditasperi." It purifies the Waged by
putting the' stomach. and liver Into
healthy condition, thereby helping the
digestion end assimilation of toed lieltdch
feeds the blood. Thereby it comp week
stomach, indigestion, torpid liver. Or hil-
loustie,s. and kindred derangements,
if you have coated tongue, with bitter
or bad taste in the morning, frequent
headaches, feel weak, easily tired, stitches
or pain In aide, back -gives out easily and
aches, belching of gas, constipation, et
irregular bowels, feel flashes of heat el-
ternating with chilly sensations or kin-
dred symptoms, tbey point to de, .ge-
ment of your stomach, liver and kidneys,
which the "Golden 11410110131 lliaeovery•
will correct mere speedily and perma-
nently than any other known agent. Con-
tain' no alcohol or habit-forming dregs.
All its ingredients printed in plain
Rah un wrapper.
The sole motive for substitution O to
permit the dealer to make a little more
Foto. lie gainS; rm lope. Accept no sub-
stitute for 4 Gulden Medical filacoverY-*
Constipation causes and aggravates
many serious Wattages. It is thoreughly
cured by Dr. Pierce.* Pleasaut Pellets.
Due a amities; two or three are catharta
knybow, she won't marry me."
"But I thought you eared for tier"
"I do, daddy."
"Then why do you give up? You're
as good as he Is any day."
"I'm riot her kind: that's all. It has
3otitiog to do with this. It would have
Seen the same anyhow. I'm set her
Mud."
Roger Oakley turned this over slew-
in hie lulu& It u•s moat aseosish-
tig. He couldn't grasp It
-rio you mean that site thinks lb* la
letter than you are'!" as asked cure
'tasty.
"Something of that sort. I suppose,"
tryly "I ;veto you to !vase lock Into
-he shove, father."
"I can't do it. Dante... I'm sorry If
rou with it. but Ira impossible. I
;rant to keep out of sight. Back east
when they PardoPed too. every one
mew, and I didn't neent to mind, but
are Ira not the game. I can't face R.
't may be cowardly, hut I can't."
CILatl'TER XII. •
O
AKI.E1' had told his father be
W /1 14 going te call at the I;111-
oryie. He wauted to see l'on-
, atunce _estww-. usursia. :noel. IL
didn't much twitter what happened.
As be passed up the street he was
conscious of au limpudeut curiosity in
die covert glances tile idlers- on the
eorners shut at him \Viet hardly In
exception they turned to gaxe after him
as hi. at rode by. Ile re-silted that an
uustavery distinedou had been duvet
upon law, lie had beeoute a 'narked
man, Ile 04 his lips In a grim smile.
This WWI whet he would have to mew
nutil the silly wonder of it w ore off or
a fresh toensatloo took ita pat*. Awl
there would be die men at the *hope.
There intercourse had hitherto been
rather pleasant and personal. as be
had reeoentseel certain reiponstbilities
In the relation which bad made hint de-
sire to be more tban 11 mere taskmaster.
The thought of his theories caused hltu
to smile again. His humanitorianirm
bad reeeived a Jolt trout whielo it would
not recover in many a 1.mg day.
The hands already hated 1)1111 114 a
tyrant and probably argued that his
authority wits impaired by the events
of the morning, though hoe- they arriv-
ed at any such eonclualou WAS beyond
him but he had felt something of the
kismet in Branyon'n manner. \Alien the
opportunity came it would be a satin-
faction to undeceive them, and he was
not above wishing this opportunity
might conic goon, for his meted was hit-
ter and revengeful when be recalled
their ignorant and neetlieesly brutal
insolent*.
Early as be was he found, as he bed
anticipated when' lie started out, that
Ryder cies litend ..f him. The editor
was lounging on the INuoryis' porch with
the family. lie bad dined with them.
As Diu approached., he !aught the
mound of Cemetafteeha relee.• -.mat *as
no other votes In .intioth whit* elkultd-
et] the same or poesesseal the same
quality of refinement rind culture. His
bearLligaL_ with quickened Pulsations
and his pave slackened. lie paused for
an instant 11/ the "shadow of the Iliac
lashes that shut off_tbe_wet kept lawn
Prop) the street. Then he foreeel him-
self to go on. There was no gain In
deferring loin 'sentence. Better have it
over with. Yet whelk be A•werwri the
gate he would gladly have passed It
without entering had It not been that
be never abandoned any project simply
because It was disagreeable. Ile had
done too many disagreeable *W11#01 not
to have outlived this speclea of cow-
arillee.
flIe Bo Clisistimand.1
Notice to Contesegore
Bids will be reroleed at the office
of the city engineer, in the, city of
Paducah, Kentucky, up to 3 o'clock,
August 25, 1906, for the construe
tion of about seven (7) Mlles of
combined sanitary and storm water
sewers. In the city of Paducah. Ken-
tucky.
Plans and, specifications will he
on file in the enkineers office, In the
city of Padurah, Kentucky, after Au-
gust 15, 1906, A' certified cheek of
$1,000 moat accompany each and
every bid.
The city reserves the right to re
beet any and all bith
D. A YEISICR, Mayor.
Paduraht_q., Auter 4, 1904.
DOZEN ENGINES
FITTED tiP HERE
Will Haul ther-Hisiivy Freight
Trains to East.
Nest Schedule on th- 1114 IN% im•ii/A1
Of Ul140114$ 1261111111 1.3104'01SE
TOILIsy,
NO MORE PARSEPI FOR WIO4T.
.1 dolma brand new powerful (m-
une,. of Vile "SIMI- class recently re-
ceived by the Illinois Central railroad
for service between Paducah and Louie
vile have been set up for running oil
their first tripe today. MI of them
are first-ciaas and are the pride of the
Paducah shop machinists as the en-
gines were set on in aPienaid order.
the last one being completed Tuesday
evening, The new pu'lera are num-
bers (46 to 477, Inclusive, and will
handle the mammoth freight trains
between Paducah and the east,
fichedu le Changed.
The Illinois Central new time table
on the Tennessee dlvislan (between
Paducah and Mentphl,) tWrit into ef-
fect today. It does not affect the pas-
senger trains in and out of Paducah
on that or any other division. The
flange was inade•Iti order to regulate
traffic between Jackson. 'Penn., and
Mo.ods. Ill., on the old division of
the road known as the Main line. The
tins card is No. 29.
Full or Engines,
The Paducah shops and round
house of the Tranols Central reeeneeetti
a huge "locomotive hotel" with 6 filll
register today. Counting the engines
In the stops and round house there.
was a total of 94 at one time tills
'Morning receiving attention by the
small-army of machinists, boilermak
OM copper workers sad carpenters
Ok,ggiu  At_ tender _of ea Tit .etsglas
gave • total of 144 pieces la the
steel and Iron working departments
of the shops.
Everything was twine done to an
emelt, from tighten:1:g a screw 'or
brightening brass to rebuildlag a top
on a good pair of tracks. New tires
were being fitted no by the dogma.
Seversl of the engines were receiving
new boilers, While the carpenter de-
partment ware dotted with new cabs
resembling a city of dog houses.
There Vas not a vacant pit in the
machine shop and several tracks were
filled with engines of all sizes and
swee-avreitiew tette -- • -- •
g1014414110 the' company's own, there
were: several disk", dwarfy looking
441‘1411beet4rotn the coal elltl'ISSOuR e01110.
try lines that breath out from the II-
Iledia Central's main lines.
Withireferenre to reports circulate!
In the oomet to the effect that a con-
rerted movement with the Penntiel-
yenta in the Wad, for the purpose of
tea-Sing the validity of the new rate
law, would be inairgurated when the
(hurts reettne shortly after the law
goes Into effect. the Pennsylvania twin.
agentent has seat out a denial so far
as that system I. 008Cearted
Peewee to He Canceled.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 15 --The mid-
ft: we.tern railroads have ordered all
passes reneeled after it omen 28, and
thottsands of annuals, supposed to be
good for the entire year, will be calied
In on the day the new rate law goes.
late effect. Orders were !steel today
by all the Toads having headquarters
la Omaha, go..tiding the Harriman
roads, to limit the return portion of
all trip names to August 28. and to
notify holders of annuals that they
were not good after that date.
Boon of Half Holidays.
Bishop Warren, of Denver. was
praising in Philadelphia the Saturday
half holiday. Suddenly he laughed
"I remember:" be said. "one hot
day in New York' visiting the rano*
of, a friend of mine, a Wholesale coffee
mere la n t •
"I was weak and litithses with the
heat. Evwy one on the street was
pale, and drooping, and dispirited.
People felt generally that Instead of
trying to work-they should be taking
a nap in the draft of an elecP,c fan.
"But In my frlendl• offlio all was
te-setle, beetle ancrentintsiasm..011•fire
with zeal, the rlerks ran hither and
Yon, or bent over great ledgers with
the absorption a young lady gives to a
good novel.
"1 clappod mv friend on th-e- Atm).
der.
'Jack,' said I, 'it must be pleasant
aodliprofltahle to have an office eorpa
so frill of energy and enthestason as
this.'
" 'Well,' said Jack, awkwardly, 'it's
not-that exactly today. Today, you
gee. Is a half holiday, and they are
getthIg ready to go borne.' "
All Deed. '
Representative Adamson, of Georgia
while coming to Washington one day
not long ago, noticed -a crowd around
the depot at one of the- stations on
the Seutheen, dow-n 'n North OM- Ana,
and poked his head out of the window
and asked a negio:
"Adam, what's the matter here."
"1 i.Jolinson's dead, cab," was the
ales Wer,
8.0111e110‘.1) tI out him.'"
"No, sill, nobody done to:then' to
Moo he jia died all to oat* unease
tiontger Agent, St, Lettia, Mo
$5 TO CHIDAGO AND RETURN
THE WW1 CENTRAL RAILROAD
GRAND EXCURSION
Tuesday, August 21
Tickets good for going passage ou
SPECIAL 'MAIN
Leave Paducah ..... 9:30 a. in.
Maxon_ 9:53 a•
" Kevil ict:to a, sn.
•" La Center   io:21 a. m.
" Barlow.. ........ lo:3o a ne
Arrive Chicago....e.3o p
Returning, tickets will be good oil all
Regular Trains leaving Chico.° to and
WtduesJay, August 29th, ex-
cept Fast Mail Train leaving Chicago
2.5o a. In.
Under co circumstances will a longer
limit be gists on the re:urn portion of
these Excursion Ticket,.
Further particulars of
1.T. DONOVAN,
lisket Agent Ithaeia Cestrel R. li., Paducah, Ky.
W. H. Mill, Dir. Pus. act, St. louts
A. N. HANSON.
Past Trite 'tr.,
Choc. It
S. G. HITCH,
Gen Pits Agt
Cleats, it.
SMITH
NAGEL
Druggists
Fourth and 13roadway
EVANSVILLE, PADUllAH ANTI
CAIRO LINIO
(Incorporated.)
Evansville and Paducah Parket.
([Sally Except Sunday.) ,
Steamem ,Jogo Fowler and John
Hopkins, lekve Pattie:oh for Etane
vita and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in et
feet from Paducah to Evansville and
return. $4,00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table unsurpaesed.
IPTKAMEil Milt FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at ti a. m. sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday. Special extrusion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Curs
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music mil table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent. or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-CI unibaugh 4k Co's once
Both phones No. 33.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACItiffT COMPANY
FOR TENNZIOSEE RIVER.
STEAIER CLYDE
Leave Paducah for Tennessee Rivet
Every Weducedey at 4 p m.
A. W. WRIGHT Maeda
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not responsible
for Invoice charge' unless collected
by the clerk Of the boat. —
dill L. WEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephone,: Office. 369, Rellifilli1110, 7s5
INSUR.ANCE,
FsCPUTHERN RAILWAY
And ,
QUEEN JIND ORES(JENT ROUTE
Dire q5 Line to.
Chattanooga, Atlanta, KsvIlle and
rkerittn. Also to •
Asheville, Henderson, Brevard Lake
Togeway, lint aprings tired many other
resort in the "Lan dot the Mky",and
beautiful "Sapphire" (-wintry of west-
ern North Carolina, offering a high al-
titude, bricIng climate, pleteresique
tnoontaln scenery and splendid hotels
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other handsome-
r!), Illustrated literature,
J. F. Logan, Traveling PaAsenge
Agent, Lexington, Ky.
C, M. Httregerford, District Peseta
ger Agent, Louisviile, Ky.
S. ti. Alien, Assistant General Pa,. 
SPENDYOUR VACATION
ON THE GREAT LAKES
Travelipg. via I/ i..
mats* the etiJoyme_ril 01
, mature, which marineus..
sit provide — speed, islets so,/ cul.,
tortsitprime chtsidecutioaa.
Through Tie-hetes sold to all poises -
mud baggage checkt•1 mu do4iuUu,,
0 & C Ti l'A•eg
SLACKINAC DIVISION
t.r.Tol•do wheys at • Satord9 30A. M
•Toasdays & toomas5u.r4-00 P. Y.
DaeNt Mondays & •Se...dslay• S ou fr:o
•W•OuNdays& imato 9 t') A A.1
FOUT Tripa per week *es..
June 1.5th
SINN ••••••NJur se Illaskira
at.assa.. • Is t..• li4ualLay.1111•1•16..5.... a•
Say. At 141/, earnim.
u..A• sob I A. 5. It, sat se I
-au,- Sans/Nu% Daft& Siresspur
'Ara. suN.
DETROIT • CLEVELAND
DiviSioN
Las.* Dstsost it., y 10.30 P. U.
An.. CIO v•ia,C1 c..ly 5.30 A. It.
Lasso Culvelard Noll 10.15 P. It.
0.5.011 dud? 5 11 A WA
trtp• 00•Ispas luAsult Chmusu..1
las July ard Argus/
C • T LINE
mesa al., try tror..• I imr•La..1 i.
, ete •1•,, y I,, jtratlid
eamsnurt. A,1.••••
A. •. SCHANTZ, Ikea Nap t sad e. 011
luuruA, Nu&
DETROIT& CLEVELAND NAV.co.
For Quick
Wall Papering
•
Decorating, Ifouse
Painting an d Pic-
ture_ Framing you
should phone 1513,
- We do your work
quick, do it cheap,
do it goo.i.
SANDERSON & CO.
Pb... 1513. 428 Broadway
COLUMBIA DRY CELLS
$3.00 Per Doz.
FRESH STOCK JUST IN
S. E. MITCHELL
32(...32M PO. '1'111rd t.
New one 743-a
NEW STATE 1101EL
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
METROPOLIS, ILL,
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates $2.00, Two large sample
rooms. Bath roomp. Rlectric
lignts. The only centrally located
note! in the city.
Caggsreial Patriotic, SolicittA•
DRAUGHoms
glaii7e4reolley4
(Incorporated.)
27130PANekil'12liegelan141611slitraidlielinrea0.11 UITASInOINS 00
COMM Or stoney It KliIINDX1). Also teach 111
Mat 6 Catalogue will tON Times) yos that
Drituaboah la TFle MOT, Calf 01 *end to, ,
Henry Mammen, Jr.
boors/ to Third aid Lestooty.
nook Binding, Rank Work, 1,6g a
and Library Work a ipecialty.
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A URI CUT PRICE SALE OF SLIPPERS 'AND OXFORD TIES I
On Woman's Balcony On Men's
Bring This List With You Take Care of Your Duplicate
Check the price you want to pay. The stock numbers We redeem them with valuable premiums, such as
represent the different styles we have to show you at Chinaware, Lamps, Rugs, Rocking Chairs, Large
each cut price. Pictures, etc. •
LIST OF CUT PRICES 
WOMEN'S WHITE , CANVAS OX-
FORDS.
Note the price reductions.
At 60e, now reduced from 85e.
Stock, Nos. 12,011 and 4805.
-At 75c now, reduced from $100
Stock No. 4804
At $1.00 now, reduced from 11.46
• Stock No. 3437.
At 11.20 now, reduced from 11.50.
Stuck Nos. 4842 and 3467.
WoMEN'S BLACK CANVAS
MN.
At 7.4c now, reduced from 11, sizes
3 to 8.
WOMEN'S GREEN, RED, GRAY a
BLUE cANVAS III.UcHER OX-
FORDS.
At $1.20 now. reduced front $1.60,
sues 2',4 to?.
WOMEN'si TAN OXFORD,
Some prices reduced half and oth-
ers nearly half.
At 75c now. reduced from $1.50.
At 11.25 now, reduced from $2.00.
At 11.50 now, reduced from 53.00,
a pair. Block Nue 957, 958, 959.
961 and 963.
WOMEN'S PAT TIP KID OXFORDS,
BLUCHERS, ETC.
Prices all reduced. Its a splendid
opportunity to save money and espe-
cially on medium and large saes,
such as 5, 5 1-2,11. 6 1-24,7„ 7 1-3
and 8.
At 65c now, reduced from 85c, In
all sizes, front 3 to x
At 98e now, reduced from 11.25.
Stock Nos. 25610, 6029, 921, 4029.
Sizes 3 to 8.
At $1_.15 now, reduced from $1.50,
mostly medium and large SIMI. 5 1-2
6, 6 1-2, 7. '7 1-2 and K. Stock Nos.
4834, 6033, 4502, 4050, 540, 920,
122, and 4835.
At $1.60 now. reduced front $2.24.
Big value moat all sizes from 2 1-2
to 7. Stock Noe. 4525, 4527, 44,199,
17 and 21,
At $1.95 now, reduced from 12.50,
sizes 2 1-2 to 7. Stock Nos, 697, 953
4527, 4537 and 41ie.
At 12.35 now, reduced from 15.00
a pair. Stock No. 11&&
WOMEN'S PAT. LEATHER OX.
FORDS AND BLITHERS.
Prices reduced es follows:
At 11.20 now, reduced from 11.50
a pair, sises 2 1-2 and 6 to 7. Stock
Nos. 4836, 4839, 4840, 4841. 4837
and 4838.
At 11.60 now, Women's Pat. Ox-
ford,- ieduced from $2 a pair sizes 5,
5 1-2, 6, 6 1-2 and 7. Stork No.
4843.
At 12.35 now, La Fran" Pat. Vic!
Oxfords and Bluchers, reguced front
$3.00 a pair. Made for the best wom-
en in America. Block Nos, 960, 4534,
4536, 4539, 4628 and 5077.
LARGE AND MEDIUM SIZES.
We find that we are why much
overstocked on mealy styles in toe
following sizes: 6, 5 1-2, 6, 6 1-2 7,
7 1-2 and 8.
At our present price reductions it
will certainly pay you to buy for
your present wed future wants.
WOMEN'S NURSE AND RED CR01414
SLIPPERS.
Some with Pat. tips. Some with
Stock tips and come common-sense
Soule have rubber heels and some
hare leather heels. All noiseless and
comfortable as a pair of stockings.
At 11.00 now, reduced from 11.50.
Stock "tos. 4012, 4013, 4014, 4015
and 4018, in sizes 4, 4 1-2, 5, 5 1-2
6, 6 1-2, 7, 7 1-2 and 8
At $1.25 now, reduced from $1.50.
Harbour's Noisejess Pat. TV, and
Common-sense Red Cross Slippers is
Ow 3 1-2 up to 8
WOMEN'S COMMON-SENSE PL.4JK
WIDE-TOED KID OXFORDS.
At 65c now, reduced from 85c.
At 11.00 now, reduced from 41.25.
Stock Noe 4025, 4826 and 6044, in
sizes 4 to S.
At $1.211 sow, reduced from 11.50.
stock Nos. 638, 52 and 4501, sizes
2 1-2, 1, 3 1-2, 4, 4 1-2, 6, 6 1-2,
and 6. •
•1411111/014' AND CHILDREN'S WHITE
CANVAS OXFORDS.
At 60e now reduced front The and
85c a pair. Stock Nos. 2800, 2801,
931 and 932. IR most all sizes up to
It :issue' 1 1-2,
MISSES' AND CHU.DREN'S CAN-
VAS 84M1'11E14 OXFORDS IN
NAVA BLUE, PAD AND TAN.
At The now, reduced front $1.00 a
pair. All sizes up to Misses' 2.
CHILDREN'S AND MISSES' WHITE
CANVAS OXFORDS.
Sizes 9, 10, 11 12 and 13. reduced
to 50e: a pair.
MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S TAN
OX FORDS.
At 75c stow reduced from 11.00,
$1.25 and $1.35 a pair. tsea 9, 9 1-2,
to, to 14. 11, 11 1-2, 12, 12 1-2.
13, 13 1-2, I, 1-2 and 2. Stock Nos.
544, 911, 908, 910, 888, 943, e44,.
937, 889 and 2027.
MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S PAT.
LF:ATHER AND klls STRAP
SANDALS.
At The now reduced from $1.00,
$1.25 and $1.40. Sizes 9 1-2, 10,
10 1-2, 11. 11 1-2, 12, 12 1-2, 13,
13 1-2, I,. 1 1-2 and 2. Stock Nos.
166. 113. 100, 102. 2011 and 2803.
11-90, Stock Sos. 158, 466 and 4117,
MISSES' attit eFRLDREN'14 KID
'(FORDS.
In broken lots and mote all sizes
At 50c no reduced front 75c
and 11 00
STRAP SANDALS.
Al IA* novo reduced t roes. The sad
-
\,
iu most all sizes.
MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S VAT.
TIP KID oiirottos.
At 75d now reduced from 11 00.
At $1.00 now, reduced front 11.25.
Stock Nos. 642, 643, 912, 914,
2024, 2561 and 6(55.
MISSES' AND OHILDRION'S PAT.
LEATHER OXFORDS AND GIB-
SON TIES.
At 76c BOW reduced from 11.00
and 11.1e.
At 11..000 now, reduced from 11.25
and $1.50.
Stock Nos, 936, 946, 966, 948,
1862, 3850, 3851, 3852 and ;688.
CUT PRIlIK LIST ON MEN'S BAL-
CONY.
Men's I.etw Shoes, Vier, Kid and
Pat. Leather Oxford and Blucher
and Southern Ties.
At $1.20 Row, reduced from 11 60,
Men's Kid, plain toe Blucher, sites
7 'to 10. Stock Nos. 11,6 1-2 and .940.
Cap toe 6041 and. 195.
At 11.211 now, reduced from $1.50,
Men's Pat. Leather Oxfords, sizes 6
to 10.
At 11.60 now, reduced from 12.04),
Men's Patent Leather Bluchers. sizes
7 to 11. Stock Nos. 217 1-2 and 926.
At 11.60 now, reduced front 52.00,
Men's Kid Southern Ties, broad and
comfortable, sizes 6 to 10. Stock No.
4861.
At $1.95 now, reduced from $2.60,
Men's Pat. Colt Bluchers, sizes 6 to
9, Stock Nos: 147. Ile and 151.
At 12 35 now reduced from $3.00
and $3.15 a pair. Men's Pat. Colt
Oxford and Blocher on strelpht and
swing lasts, made by high-class man-
dfacturers, all sizes from 5 1-2 to
10, Stock Nos. 156_1411 and 4862.
At 1240 now, reduced from 13.50,'
Men's Pat. Kid and Pat. Colt, made
by reputable manufacturers like
James Kean ang Charles A. Eatott.
- -
All sizes from 5 1-2^ to II. Stock
Nos. 490, 552, 489, 491, 91, 92, 6040
and 6038.
At 12.90 now, Kneelands Super
Fine $4.00 Pat. Colt Blucher Oxford.
Button Oxford, etc., all sizes from
5 1-2 to 9. Stock Not. 553, 554
556, 89, 6040, 0043, 6047, 604s
6 9.
CLIC ING OUT MEN'S HIGH-
ORA TAN AND CHOCOLATE
OXFO AT HALF-PRKIE.
At 11.00 n reduced from 11.50
Stock No. 927.
At s1.35 now, r from 12,0e
Stock No. 939.
At•11.50 now, reduced from MO
Stock No, 580.
At 11.75 now, reduced front 13.50
Stock. Nos. 91, 659, 560 and 496
CLEARING OUT SIEN OL'TI Ni •
BOOK AND OXFORle—WHITE A
GRAY.
At 119c now, for all 11.25 and
$1.50 styles, with good leather sole-
and leather heels.
THIS STORE HAS GREATLY EN-
LARGED ITS SHOE DEPAR1-
111ENT.
Salient: your ,patronage for In
taut Shoes, School • Shoes.- -Little
Gent's Shoes, Boys' Shoes, Women
Shoes and Men's Shoes.
No house will sell you shoes of
equal merit at lower prices.
We are the exclusive agents for
the celebrated La France 13 100 and
13.50 Shoes, made for the best WO
men in America.
We handle a great stock of Knee,
lands 14.00 P. Calf and Viet Shoe-
Made for Men en all the new lasts
Sold by mans exclusive Shoe dealers
at 15 a pair.
When you get better acquainted
with our Shoe Departments you will
give us more and more of your Sloe
trade.
I HARBOUR'S DEPARTMENT STORE
North Third Street, Half Square from Broadway.
Gulf Stream is Creeping Up Coast
and It Presages a Gentle Winter
Boston, Magi Aug. 15.— t_hisatain
.Pensen of the fruit steamer Admire.
Schley, which arrived this morning,
brought news of the erratic movement
of the gulf sttram, whist Is running
out of its usual course, and in thick
weather might send retirees miles oat
of their way, He said that ordinar-
ily the stream runs from latitude 34
degrees to latitude 38 degrees north,
where it branches off to the eastward,
ROUGH HOUSE
DISTURBS THE DIGNITY OF THE
CITY COUNCIL.
- ••
Glans Light Shade Broken end Hooks
Strewn Over Flitor—Whoic
Room Dieordstred,
Somebody made strange use of the
council chamber on the second floor
of the city hall last night and the
room this morning presents as <IL-
reputable appearance as a banquet
hall in the slums.
The principal mischief was done in-
side tbe circle of imposing chairs on
which the august boards of the gen-
eral 'council recline during their twee
Clone. Copies of the rules of the gen-
eral council and edicts of the board
of health were scattered in heaps over
the floor, everything loose was. lying
In the wrong place and on the wrong
aide, and a green glass light shade
over the gas lot that graces the desk
or Henry Bailey, city clerk, was
smashed in a dozen -pieces.
Under the bench of President Mc-
Broom, of the lower board, four pint
beer bottles were standing in martiel
array, but devoid of ammunition.
No one around the city hall has the
least idea who created the rough
house,
All Engagement*.
At the McFadden studio, please post-
pone until the 23rd. Mr. McFadden
Is out of the city .
—We handle the best players on
th' market; we also handle a cheap
player. See us for prices. D. H.
--014ttlettr Ai- compere, -Ste etaadlI17.
tad is .ost to vesseo bcestuic to Boston.
eow it is running strongly from lattl-'
Aide 34 degrees to lattflude 40 de-
groe4 and 15 minutes or within 25
miles of Nantucket south shoal light-
ship. The temperature of the aster
was 80 degrees, while in the stream
and immediately after leaving -Tr —11
dropped to 65. ('apt. Jansen said
that the change in the course of the
stream is thought to pretend a mild
MANY TRUNKS
TAKEN HT FLEEING PRESIDENT
OF CHIC .41)0 INWITFUTION.
Woman Aids Hint in Filtsitecape, for
Which He Had Planned Many
Weeks.
Chicago, August 15— Information
indicating that extensive prepara-
tions for night were made by Paul 0.
Stensland, former president of the
defunct Milwaukee Avenue State
bank, and that a Woman entered into
the preparations was secured by As-
sistant States Attorney Olson today
through cross-examination of Mrs.
Ellen NIcCracken, a house keeper for
fitensiand.
"I it was learned that Stensland took
with him In truuks and boxes, bed-
ding, towels, window curtains, CRT -
pets, rugs and a silver dinner set.
Some of this is said to have been
traced to Baraboo, Wis., but a big
trunk said to have been taken b)
Stensland the detectives have not
been able to get trace of. The trunk
is said to be 3 feet high and Is bound
with iron. The box traced to Baraboo
weighed 375 pounds, when placki on
an express wagon at the Stensland
home the day of the Sight.
Telegrams have been sent all over
the world to dispatchers to look for
the trunk.
All Tickets
For pictures at the 'McFadden Studio
will be honored until September 1st.
A HOME WORTH WHILE
One of the handsomest homes in Paducah has been placed in
our bands tor sale. Hither as a home or as an investment, it is
probably the moat attractive proposition in the city for the price.
Nine Rooms, Modern, Gas, Bath, Water
and Sewer Connections -
Large stable and carriage shed. The lot is totx200, with a
15-toot Ovate alley in the rear. Extensive lawn and magnifi-
cent shade trees Prup rty in the West End, where this resi-
dence is located, is becoming more valuable every day,
At $7,2G0 You Should Investigate This Opportunity
H. C. HOLLINS
Trueheart Bldg. Old Phone 127
via
A TIP
See Bradley Bros.
About Your Winter Supply of
-COAL-
Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.
Telephone 339
No line is Indispensable, so yu:i
can't afford to do anything but your
hrwst SUBSCRIBE fOR THE SUN-.TEN CENTS A WEEKL
A
•
At Cincinnati, O.
"The MOTHER of EXPOSITIONS"
August 28 to September 22
Most Stupendous Industrial
Show of the Year
IN MUSIC HALL
"THE BLUE MOON"
Great Lonflon Spectacle
Staged by the Shuberts -
(otortaity of lieueirii Opera House C, of Cincinnati 0.
Lwow of Lyric 'Maar* )
First A me.-ican Production
BIG ROSTE:04 ATTRACTIONS
Fighting the Flames
The Hipoodront•
Palace of Aladdin
The Baby Incubator
United States Government
Chateau le Monte
Temple of Art
Backwoods Inn
Hale's Tours
Army and Navy Display
THE DOUBLE DIP of DEATH
Free, Thrilling Attraction in the Park
Visit Cincinnati during the days of her Autumn Glory, All
Railroads give Reduced Round Trip Rates. If you want mere Fall
Festival Information, address
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Cincinnati Fall Festival Association
CINCINNATI, 0.
OTT PENNYROYAL PILLS 
me, overcome
or and bagi "Web
of menstruation." They are "LIFE RAVERS Iv 110wornauhood, aiding development of organs and
ka,icovet remedy for women equals them. Cannot dbass, :ww a pleasure. $1.00 PER BOX II V MAIL.by druggists. WI. MUTT'S CIRMICALce.,Lc...yeast&
007411 IX ALWITY AND u„ v. c.. Avui. euxichik
